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PERIODIC HAMILTONIAN FLOWS ON FOUR
DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS
YAEL KARSHON
Abstract. We classify the periodic Hamiltonian flows on com-
pact four dimensional symplectic manifolds up to isomorphism of
Hamiltonian S1-spaces. Additionally, we show that all these spaces
are Ka¨hler, that every such space is obtained from a simple model
by a sequence of symplectic blowups, and that if the fixed points
are isolated then the space is a toric variety.
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1. Introduction
Take a compact symplectic manifold (M,ω) and a smooth function
Φ : M −→ R. The corresponding Hamiltonian flow is generated by the
vector field ξM that satisfies
dΦ = −ι(ξM)ω. (1.1)
We assume that this flow is periodic, with period 2π, i.e., that ξM
generates a circle action on M . The function Φ is called the moment
map for this action. The triple (M,ω,Φ) is called a Hamiltonian S1-
space, or a Hamiltonian circle action, or a periodic Hamiltonian flow.
An isomorphism between two such spaces is a diffeomorphism F :
M1 −→ M2 such that F ∗ω2 = ω1 and F ∗Φ2 = Φ1; it follows that F is
S1-equivariant. We always assume that M is connected and that the
circle action is effective.
Hamiltonian actions of other Lie groups are defined in a similar way.
For a group G we get a moment map Φ : M −→ g∗ where g is the Lie
algebra of G. When G is a torus, the completely integrable actions, i.e.,
those whose nonempty reduced spaces, Φ−1(α)/G, are single points,
were classified by Delzant [De]; they all turn out to be Ka¨hler toric
varieties. (Also see [G]). The lowest dimensional Hamiltonian actions
that are not completely integrable are circle actions on 4-manifolds.
M. Audin [Au1, Au2] and K. Ahara and A. Hattori [AH] proved that
for every compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space, the under-
lying manifold and circle action are obtained from a minimal model
by a sequence of equivariant blow ups at fixed points, and they listed
the minimal models. This provides a full list of the four dimensional
manifolds and circle actions that admit symplectic forms and moment
maps. This result is strong and beautiful, but it only answers a small
part of the classification problem. For instance, the above mentioned
authors did not determine which different blowups produce spaces that
are equivariantly diffeomorphic (their list contains repetitions; see our
Examples 3.10, 6.7, and 6.11), nor did they specify which symplectic
forms can be put on these spaces.
The present paper answers these questions. We give a complete
classification of the compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-spaces.
The classification consists of a uniqueness part (sections 2–4) and an
existence part (sections 5–7). The uniqueness part tells us how to
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determine whether two spaces are isomorphic. The existence part lists
all the possible spaces.
In sections 2–4 we associate a labeled graph to every compact four
dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space, and we show that two such spaces
are isomorphic if and only if they have the same graph. One bi-product
is that a Hamiltonian S1-space is determined up to equivariant sym-
plectomorphism by its underlying manifold, the S1 action, and the
cohomology class of the symplectic form; see Proposition 4.1.
In section 5 we show that if the fixed points are isolated then the
circle action extends to an action of a two dimensional torus to yield a
toric variety. This leads to a classification of the compact four dimen-
sional Hamiltonian S1-spaces whose fixed points are isolated.
In section 6 we prove that a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian
S1 space can be obtained from a minimal model by a sequence of equi-
variant symplectic blow-ups. This can also be deduced from the similar
result of Audin, Ahara, and Hattori for the underlying S1-manifold, but
our proof is simpler.
Unlike general symplectic blow-ups, the blow-up of a four dimen-
sional Hamiltonian S1-space is unambiguous; the resulting Hamiltonian
S1-space is determined up to isomorphism by the fixed point at which
we blow up and the amount by which we blow up. See Proposition 6.1.
To complete the classification it remains to determine by which
amounts it is possible to blow up a Hamiltonian S1-space. Equiva-
lently, we need to determine which invariant symplectic forms can be
put on our manifolds. This we do in section 7. By the results of sec-
tion 4, it is enough to specify the cohomology classes of the invariant
symplectic forms. Now, it is easy to state a necessary condition for a
cohomology class to represent an invariant symplectic form, and using
Nakai’s criterion we show that this condition is also sufficient. More-
over, a cohomology class that satisfies this condition is represented
by a compatible Ka¨hler form. Hence every compact four dimensional
Hamiltonian S1-space is Ka¨hler!
These phenomena do not occur in higher dimensions. S. Tolman
has constructed a compact symplectic 6-manifold with a Hamiltonian
action of a 2-dimensional torus, with isolated fixed points, that does
not admit a compatible Ka¨hler structure. In particular, in dimension
greater than four, having isolated fixed points does not imply that the
space is toric. See [T]; also see [W].
Unfortunately, the methods in this paper do not tell whether two
given Hamiltonian S1-spaces are non-equivariantly symplectomorphic.
In particular, given a symplectic 4-manifold, we do not give the list of
all Hamiltonian S1
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The results of this paper for the case of isolated fixed points already
appeared in the author’s thesis [K1]. A five page summary of this paper
appeared in [K2].
S. Tolman and the author are currently writing up a treatment of
Hamiltonian torus actions on higher dimensional manifolds where the
dimension of the torus is one less than half the dimension of the man-
ifold [KT].
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Related works: Most important is the work of Miche`le Audin
[Au1, Au2] and of K. Ahara and A. Hattori [AH] that was mentioned
earlier. T. Delzant [De] classified the completely integrable Hamilton-
ian torus actions on compact symplectic manifolds. He also showed
that a Hamiltonian circle action whose moment map has exactly two
singular values, one of which is non-degenerate, is isomorphic to a
standard action on CPn. For Hamiltonian circle actions on compact
symplectic four manifolds, already in 1989 E. Lerman wrote explicit
formulas describing the pre-image via the moment map of an interval
of regular values [L1].
In other than the symplectic category, locally smooth circle actions
on four manifolds (no symplectic structure) were classified by Fintushel
[Fin], and holomorphic circle actions on complex projective surfaces
were classified by Orlik and Wagreich [OW], who produced a list of
surfaces and actions identical to Audin’s list in [Au1].1
Hamiltonian actions of non-abelian groups are more difficult than
torus actions. Completely integrable actions of non-abelian groups have
been studied in recent years by Delzant, Guillemin, Knop, Sjamaar, de
Souza, Woodward, and possibly others.
A technical remark: We use the following conventions. The
circle group consists of the complex numbers of norm 1. Its Lie algebra
is identified with R such that the exponential map is t 7→ eit and its
kernel is l = 2πZ. The dual of the Lie algebra is t∗ = R, and the weight
lattice is l∗ = Z, so that 〈l∗, l〉 = 2πZ. Lebesgue measure on t∗ is the
standard measure on R so that the volume of t∗/l∗ is 1. The symplectic
form on C is rdr ∧ dθ (in polar coordinates), and the moment map for
the standard circle action is Φ = r2/2. A disc around the origin of area
2πλ gets mapped to an interval of length λ (area= πr2, λ = r2/2).
2. Graphs
In section 2.1 we associate a labeled graph to each compact four
dimensional Hamiltonian S1 space. In section 2.2 we describe the most
1 Clearly, every complex projective surface is a symplectic four manifold. How-
ever, non-isomorphic complex projective surfaces could be isomorphic as Hamilton-
ian S1-spaces; see Example 6.7 of the present paper. In the other direction, every
compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1 space is equivariantly symplectomorphic
to a complex projective surface with a holomorphic circle action [AH, Au1]. More-
over, every compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1 space is Ka¨hler; see section
7 of the present paper. Of course, if the two-form is not integral, the space is not
symplectomorphic to a complex projective surface.
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Figure 1. A Zk-sphere
important examples: Delzant spaces. In section 2.3 we discuss the
Duistermaat-Heckman measure in relation to the graph.
2.1. The graph. Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic four-manifold
with a Hamiltonian circle action and a moment map Φ :M −→ R. In
Appendix A we recall the following facts:
Lemma 2.1. Each component of the fixed point set is either a single
point or a symplectic surface. The maximum and minimum of the
moment map is each attained on exactly one component of the fixed
point set. Fixed points on which the moment map is not extremal are
isolated.
We call a fixed point extremal (maximal or minimal) if it is an
extremum for the moment map; otherwise, we call it an interior fixed
point.
Lemma 2.2. For each integer k ≥ 2, consider the set of points whose
stabilizer is equal to the cyclic subgroup of S1 of order k,
Zk = {λ ∈ S1 | λk = 1}.
Each connected component of the closure of this set is a closed sym-
plectic two-sphere, on which the quotient circle, S1/Zk, acts with two
fixed points.
We call such a sphere a Zk-sphere.
We now construct the graph associated to (M,ω,Φ):2
To every component of the fixed point set we assign a vertex, and
to every Zk-sphere we assign an edge connecting the corresponding ver-
tices. We label each edge by the isotropy weight, k, of the corresponding
Zk-sphere. We label each vertex by the value of the moment map on
2 Earlier versions of this manuscript contained an equivalent, but slightly more
complicated, construction.
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2
2
Figure 2. Graph for Examples 2.4 and 2.8
the corresponding fixed point set. Additionally, to a vertex that corre-
sponds to a symplectic surface, B, we attach two additional labels: the
genus of that surface, and its normalized symplectic area, defined to be
1
2pi
∫
B
ω.
We call the labels of the vertices “moment map labels”, “area labels”,
and “genus labels”, respectively.
Remark 2.3. In our figures, we will often omit some of the labels. The
moment map labels will be indicated by the height of a vertex in the
plane. Those vertices that correspond to fixed surfaces will be drawn
fatter than those that correspond to isolated fixed points.
Example 2.4. Let M be the product of two spheres of radius 1, each
with the standard area form. Let the circle act by rotating the second
sphere at twice the speed of the first: λ · (~u,~v) = (λ~u, λ2~v), where
(~u,~v) ∈ S2×S2 ⊂ R3×R3, and where the action on S2 is by rotations
in the first two coordinates of R3. There are four fixed points: (n, n),
(s, n), (n, s), and (s, s), where n and s are the north and south poles
of S2. There are two Z2-spheres: {n}×S2 and {s}×S2. The moment
map is Φ(~u,~v) = u3 + 2v3. The graph is shown in Figure 2.
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 force the graph to have a simple shape:
• there is a unique top vertex and a unique bottom vertex;
• the edges occur in a finite number of branches, with the moment
map labels increasing along each branch; a branch needn’t reach
an extremal vertex;
• an extremal vertex is reached by at most two edges; an extremal
“fat” vertex is not reached by any edge.
The isotropy weights at the fixed points can be read from the graph:
• for k ≥ 2, a fixed point has an isotropy weight −k if and only if
it is the north pole of a Zk-sphere, and it has an isotropy weight
k if and only if it is the south pole of a Zk-sphere;
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• an interior fixed point has one positive weight and one negative
weight, a maximal fixed point has both weights non-positive, a
minimal fixed point has both weights non-negative;
• a fixed point has a weight 0 if and only if it lies on a fixed surface.
For example, in Figure 2, the isotropy weights corresponding to the
left interior vertex are {−2, 1}, and those corresponding to the top
vertex are {−2,−1}.
Note that the graph and its integer labels depend only on the man-
ifold and circle action. The real labels are essentially determined by
the cohomology class of the symplectic form:
Lemma 2.5. The cohomology class of ω determines the moment map
values at the fixed points up to a simultaneous shift of all these values
by the same amount, and it determines the normalized symplectic areas
of fixed surfaces.
Proof. The second part is clear. For the first part, let p and q be fixed
points with Φ(p) > Φ(q). Choose any smooth path, γ(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
from p to q. Denote  := [0, 2π] × [0, 1], and define f :  −→ M by
f(s, t) = eis ·γ(t). Then ∫

f ∗ω = 2π
∫ 1
0
γ∗(ι(ξM)ω) = 2π(Φ(p)−Φ(q)).
Since f defines a cycle in homology, this integral depends only on the
cohomology class of ω, hence so does the difference Φ(p)− Φ(q).
In particular, if p and q are the north and south poles of a Zk-sphere,
the difference Φ(p)−Φ(q) is equal to the symplectic area of the sphere
times k/2π.
2.2. Ka¨hler toric varieties. Take a compact symplectic manifold
(M,ω) of dimension 2n with a Hamiltonian action of an n-torus, T n =
S1× . . .×S1, and a moment map Φ : M −→ Rn, meaning a map whose
n coordinates generate, via (1.1), the actions of the n circles. Such a
triple (M,ω,Φ) is called a Delzant space.
By the convexity theorem [GS1, A], the image of the moment map
is a convex polytope. By Delzant’s theorem [De], this polytope deter-
mines the Hamiltonian space up to equivariant symplectomorphism,
and the space is a Ka¨hler toric variety, meaning that it admits a com-
plex structure such that the torus T acts holomorphically and the sym-
plectic form ω is Ka¨hler. See [De] and [G]. The polytopes that arise in
this way are called Delzant polytopes. When n = 2, these are exactly
those polygons in R2 that have the following properties:
• the slopes of the edges are rational or infinite;
• every two consecutive edges have integral outward
normal vectors (k, b) and (k′, b′) with kb′ − bk′ = 1. (2.6)
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Figure 3. Delzant polygons for Example 2.8
The pre-image in the manifold of a vertex of the polygon is a fixed
point for the torus action. The pre-image of an edge with slope k/b
is an invariant 2-sphere whose stabilizer is the subgroup of S1 × S1
consisting of the elements of the form (λk, λ−b). The pre-image of the
interior of the polygon consists of free torus orbits. These facts follow
from the local normal form for Hamiltonian torus actions and from the
connectedness of the level sets of the moment map, and are explained
in Delzant’s paper [De].
If we now restrict the action to the sub-circle {e} × S1, we get a
compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space. The moment map
for the S1-action is the T -moment map composed with the projec-
tion R2 −→ R to the second coordinate. The fixed surfaces are the
pre-images, under the T -moment map, of the horizontal edges of the
Delzant polygon. Such a surface has genus zero, and its normalized
symplectic area is equal to the length of the corresponding horizontal
edge. The isolated fixed points are the pre-images of those vertices of
the polygon that do not lie on horizontal edges. The Zk-spheres are
the pre-images of edges with slope ±k/b in reduced form, where b is
relatively prime to k. With this information, it is easy to construct the
graph for the S1 space out of the Delzant polygon.
Remark 2.7. In our figures of Delzant polygons, the dots mark the
weight lattice Z2 in R2.
Example 2.8. The Delzant spaces whose polygons are drawn in figure
3 give Hamiltonian S1-spaces with the same graph, which is the graph
drawn in Figure 2. These S1-spaces are all isomorphic to the one
described in Example 2.4. The three polygons all correspond to S2×S2,
with its standard torus action, composed with an automorphism of the
torus that preserves the second sub-circle.
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Figure 4. Polygons for Examples 2.9 and 3.4
2 2 2
Figure 5. Graphs for Example 2.9
Example 2.9. The five polygons in Figure 4 give rise to the respective
graphs in Figure 5; we invite the reader to check this. The first two of
these are discussed further in Example 3.10.
2.3. Push-forward measures. Liouville measure on a 2n dimen-
sional symplectic manifold (M,ω) is defined by integration of the vol-
ume form, ωn/n!, with respect to the symplectic orientation, divided
by the irrelevant factor of (2π)n. Take an effective action of a torus
G on M with a moment map Φ : M −→ g∗. The push-forward of
Liouville measure via the moment map Φ is a measure on g∗ called the
Duistermaat-Heckman measure. If M is compact, this measure is ab-
solutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, and the density
function is piecewise polynomial [DH].
Remark 2.10. Consider a Ka¨hler toric variety of real dimension 4. Its
Duistermaat-Heckman measure for the torus action is equal to Lebesgue
measure on the corresponding polygon. If we restrict the action to
the circle subgroup {e}×S1, the corresponding Duistermaat-Heckman
measure is equal to the push-forward to R of Lebesgue measure on the
polygon via the projection (x, y) 7→ y.
Consider, for instance, the Hamiltonian S1-spaces that correspond to
the first three polygons in Figure 4. The third space is not isomorphic
to the first or the second – its graph, in Figure 5, is different. However,
all three spaces have the same Duistermaat-Heckman measure on R;
its density function (divided by (2π)2) is illustrated in Figure 6. Hence
a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space is not determined
by its push-forward measure. This answers a question of V. Guillemin.
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Figure 6. The Duistermaat-Heckman measure for the
S1-spaces corresponding to the first three polygons in
Figure 4.
Guillemin, Lerman, and Sternberg [GLS1, §3] wrote an explicit for-
mula for the density function of the Duistermaat-Heckman measure in
terms of fixed point data, when the Lie group is a torus and the fixed
points are isolated. Canas da Silva and Guillemin extended this formula
to allow non-isolated fixed points and orbifolds [C]. We will use this
formula for circle actions on four manifolds, possibly with non-isolated
fixed points. Moreover, in section 7 we will need to apply this formula
to closed invariant two-forms that are not necessarily symplectic, i.e.,
that might be degenerate. Let us clarify the relevant definitions.
Suppose thatM is a 2n-dimensional compact oriented manifold with
a circle action, equipped with a closed invariant two-form ω, which is
not necessarily symplectic. The Liouville measure, which is still de-
fined by integration of ωn/n! divided by (2π)n, is now a signed measure
on the manifold; its density function is negative wherever ωn is incon-
sisent with the given orientation. Note that, whereas in the symplectic
case we integrated with respect to the symplectic orientation, here the
orientation must be given as an extra piece of structure. Now suppose
that a Lie group G acts onM and preserves the closed two-form ω. For
simplicity, let us assume that G is a circle. A moment map Φ can still
be defined by Equation (1.1). As in the symplectic case, if a moment
map exists then it is unique up to translation, and the obstruction to
the existence of a moment map lies in the first de Rham cohomology of
the manifold. The cohomology class of ω still determines the moment
map values at the fixed points, up to a global translation; the proof is
identical to that of Lemma 2.5.
Let us now fix a compact four manifold S1-manifold, M , with a sym-
plectic form and a moment map; call its moment map the symplectic
moment map, to distinguish it from a moment map for another closed
two-form, which will appear later. Denote by Bmin and Bmax the ex-
tremal sets of the symplectic moment map. If Bmin is a two dimensional
surface, denote its self intersection by emin. If Bmin is an isolated fixed
point with isotropy weights n and n′, define emin = −1/nn′. Similarly,
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denote by emax either the self intersection of Bmax, if Bmax is a sur-
face, or the number −1/mm′ if Bmax is an isolated fixed point with
isotropy weights −m and −m′. Finally, denote the isotropy weights at
an interior fixed point p by −mp and np.
Now let ω by any closed invariant two-form on M , not necessarily
symplectic, and let Φ be a corresponding moment map. Denote amin =
1
2pi
∫
Bmin
ω and amax =
1
2pi
∫
Bmax
ω, and denote the values of Φ at the
fixed points by ymin = Φ(Bmin), ymax = Φ(Bmax), and yp = Φ(p) for
interior fixed points p. Notice that the inequalities ymin < yp < ymax
might no longer hold. Denote
H(x) =
{
1 if x ≥ 0
0 if x < 0
and Θ(x) =
{
x if x ≥ 0
0 if x < 0
.
(2.11)
We now state the special case of the Guillemin-Lerman-Sternberg
formula that we need:
Lemma 2.12. The density function for the Duistermaat-Heckman mea-
sure is
ρ(y) = aminH(y − ymin)− eminΘ(y − ymin)
−∑p 1mpnpΘ(y − yp)
−emaxΘ(y − ymax)− amaxH(y − ymax). (2.13)
Outline of the proof. The Fourier transform of the Duistermaat-Heckman
measure is the function
t 7→ 1
(2π)2
∫
M
e−itΦω2/2!. (2.14)
Applying the Atiyah-Bott-Berline-Vergne localization formula for equi-
variant differential forms, we can express the function (2.14) as a sum
of contributions from the fixed points (see [AB]). Guillemin, Lerman,
and Sternberg showed how to perform the inverse Fourier transform to
this sum; this yields the formula (2.13).
Lemma 2.15. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic four manifold with a circle
action and a moment map. Then
− emin − emax =
∑
p
1
mpnp
, (2.16)
where we sum over the interior fixed points, and where emin, emax, mp,
and np, are as defined above. In particular, if all the fixed points are
isolated, and if −m and −m′ are the isotropy weights at the maximum
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and n and n′ are the isotropy weights at the minimum, then
1
mm′
+
1
nn′
=
∑
p
1
mpnp
. (2.17)
Proof. For ω ≡ 0, Φ ≡ 0, and y > 0, (2.13) reads 0 = (−emin −∑
p
1
mpnp
− emax)y, implying (2.16).
Lemma 2.18. LetM be a compact symplectic four dimensional Hamil-
tonian S1-space. Then the numbers emin, emax and the density function
ρ(y) are determined by the associated graph.
Proof. By substituting the expressions (2.11) for H and Θ in (2.13)
when y is very large, and moving all multiples of y to the left, we get
(emin +
∑ 1
mpnp
+ emax)y = amin + eminymin +
∑ yp
mpnp
+ emaxymax.
Since the left term is linear in y and the right term is constant, both
terms must be zero; this gives two linear relations in emin and emax, of
the form emin+emax = c1 and yminemin+ymaxemax = c2. The constants c1
and c2 are expressions in mp, np, amin, and amax, hence are determined
by the graph. The coefficient matrix,
( −1 −1
ymin ymax
)
, is determined
by the graph, and is nonsingular because ymin 6= ymax. Hence we can
solve for emin and emax, and substitute in (2.13) to find ρ(y).
Lemma 2.19. The density function of the Duistermaat-Heckman mea-
sure for a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space is concave
on its support.
On the same manifold and circle action, take any other closed two-
form and a corresponding moment map, and let ρ(y) be the density
function for its Duistermaat-Heckman measure. Then, in the notation
set above, ρ(y) is still concave on the interval ymin < y < ymax.
Additionally, if amin and amax are non-negative, and if ymin < yp <
ymax for all p, the function ρ(y) is non-negative for all y.
Proof. By (2.13), the restriction of the function ρ(y) to the interval
ymin < y < ymax is continuous, is piecewise linear, and its slope is
decreasing. Hence this restriction is concave. This proves the second
claim. The first claim is a special case.
Again by (2.13), the limits of ρ(y) as y approaches the endpoints
of the interval [ymin, ymax] from its interior are amin and amax. These
limits are non-negative by assumption. This and the concavity of ρ(y)
imply that ρ(y) is non-negative for y in the interval (ymin, ymax). If
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ymin ≤ yp ≤ ymax for all p, (2.13) implies that ρ(y) is zero for y < ymin
and is linear in y for y > ymax. Since ρ(y) is compactly supported, it
must also be zero for y > ymax.
3. Metrics
The key to understanding compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-
spaces is an idea due to Audin, Ahara and Hattori: choose a compatible
Riemann metric and consider the gradient flow of the moment map.
The flow lines that lead from one fixed point to another typically form
a sphere, called a “gradient sphere”. The manifold and circle action
are essentially determined by the arrangement of the gradient spheres.
Our main point here is that the arrangement of the gradient spheres
depends on the metric. This leads to repetitions in Audin’s list of
manifolds and circle actions; different arrangements of gradient spheres
could occur in the same manifold with different metrics. In order to
use the gradient spheres to distinguish between manifolds, one must
resolve this ambiguity. We do this by showing that the arrangement
of gradient spheres does not change if we avoid a sparse set of “bad
metrics”.
3.1. Gradient spheres. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold with an
action of a compact Lie group G. A compatible metric on M is a G-
invariant positive definite Riemann metric for which the endomorphism
J : TM −→ TM defined by 〈u, v〉 = ω(u, Jv) is an almost complex
structure, i.e., satisfies J2 = identity; such a J is called a compatible
almost complex structure.
Lemma 3.1. Every symplectic G-manifold admits a compatible met-
ric. Moreover, given any compatible metric on a neighborhood of an
invariant closed subset K ⊆M , there exists a compatible metric on M
that coincides with the given metric on some smaller neighborhood of
K.
Proof. Apply Lemma A.4 to the symplectic vector bundle E = TM .
Let (M,ω,Φ) be a compact Hamiltonian S1-space, equipped with a
compatible metric. The gradient vector field of the moment map is
gradΦ = −JξM , (3.2)
where J is the corresponding almost complex structure and ξM is the
vector field that generates the circle action. Because the metric is
invariant, the gradient flow commutes with the circle action, so they fit
together into an action of R× S1 ∼= C×, generated by the vector fields
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ξM and JξM . Since these vector fields span a symplectic subspace of
TpM for each p, each orbit of the C
×-action is either a fixed point or
is a two-dimensional symplectic sub-manifold of M . The proof of the
following is an easy exercise:
Lemma 3.3. Each non-trivial C×-orbit is symplectomorphic to S1×I,
with I an open interval, with the circle acting on the left, with a moment
map (eiθ, h) 7→ h, and with a symplectic form dh ∧ dθ.
Each non-constant gradient trajectory approaches a top limit point
and a bottom limit point, both of which are fixed points for the action.
Therefore, the closure of a C×-orbit is a topological sphere; it is called
a gradient sphere. The circle acts on this sphere by rotations, fixing
its north and south poles. All the other points on the sphere have
the same stabilizer, which is a finite, possibly trivial, subgroup of S1.
A free gradient sphere is a gradient sphere whose stabilizer group is
trivial.
A gradient sphere might not be smooth at its poles; see [AH, Lemma
4.9].
All but a finite number of gradient spheres are free gradient spheres
whose north and south poles are extrema for the moment map. These
spheres are boring. The interesting spheres, which we’ll call non-trivial,
are those with a finite non-trivial stabilizer, and those whose north or
south pole is an interior fixed point.
Example 3.4 (Ka¨hler toric varieties). In a Ka¨hler toric variety, the pre-
image of an edge of the polygon under the moment map for the torus
action is a two-sphere which is complex and invariant. Therefore, when
we view the space as a Hamiltonian S1-space, this two-sphere is either
fixed by the action, or is a gradient sphere for the Ka¨hler metric. So
the arrangement of the gradient spheres with respect to the Ka¨hler
metric is given exactly by the arrangement of the non-horizontal edges
of the polygon. These arrangements, for the spaces in Figure 4, are
illustrated in Figure 7.
3.2. Dependence on the metric.
Lemma 3.5. In a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space
with a compatible metric:
1. every Zk-sphere is a gradient sphere;
2. every non-free gradient sphere is a Zk-sphere.
Proof. The C×-action preserves the set of points whose stabilizer is Zk;
therefore, each Zk-sphere is C
×-invariant. Since the vector fields ξM
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Figure 7. Arrangements of gradient spheres for Exam-
ple 3.4
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Figure 8. Breaking a free gradient sphere
and JξM span the entire tangent space of a Zk-sphere at each point
which is not a pole, the C×-orbit of such a point is an open subset of
the Zk-sphere. By connectedness, the whole Zk-sphere minus its poles
consists of one C×-orbit. This implies part 1.
An orbit that is not fixed and not free is contained in exactly one-Zk
sphere and in exactly one gradient sphere. By part 1, these spheres
coincide. This proves part 2.
The situation is quite different for free gradient spheres:
Lemma 3.6. Fix a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space
and a compatible metric. Let C be a free gradient sphere whose north
and south poles, p and q, are both interior fixed points. Then there
exists a smooth perturbation of the metric within the space of compatible
metrics, supported on an arbitrarily small neighborhood of an arbitrary
free orbit in C, such that for the perturbed metric, there exists one
free gradient sphere whose north pole is p and whose south pole is a
minimum for the moment map, and another free gradient sphere whose
south pole is q and whose north pole is a maximum for the moment
map, and all other non-trivial gradient spheres are unchanged.
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Proof. Fix a free orbit in the gradient sphere C. By Corollary A.13,
on a neighborhood U of this orbit there exist coordinates
(eiθ, h, x, y) : U −→ S1 × I ×D2, (3.7)
in which the moment map is Φ = h, the S1-action is multiplication on
the left factor, and the symplectic form is ω = dh ∧ dθ + dx ∧ dy, and
such that the points of U ∩ C are given by x = y = 0.
We first perturb the gradient flow: let ρ be an S1-invariant non-
negative function which is positive on our free orbit and is compactly
supported in U . Define
ζs = −JξM + sρ ∂
∂x
on U and ζs = −JξM on M r U . Then ζs is a smooth perturbation
of the vector-field ζ0 = gradΦ on M . For s > 0, the flow-lines of
ζs whose top limit point is p are disjoint from those flow-lines whose
bottom limit point is q. Moreover, if we choose the neighborhood U to
be small enough so that it does not intersect any non-trivial gradient
sphere except for C, then for each flow-line of ζs, if its top limit point
is p, then its bottom limit point is a minimum for Φ, and if its bottom
limit point is q, its top limit point is a maximum for Φ. Otherwise, the
arrangements of the gradient spheres for gradΦ = ζ0 and for ζs are the
same.
It remains to realize ζs as the gradient flow for some compatible
metric.
Since ω(ζs, ξM) = ω(−JξM , ξM) 6= 0 on U , span{ζs, ξM} is a sym-
plectic sub-bundle of the tangent bundle TU . Let Es be its symplectic
ortho-complement. Let ηs, µs be vector-fields on U that form an ori-
ented ortho-normal frame for Es (with respect to the compatible metric
given by J and ω). Define Js : TM −→ TM by sending Js : ζs 7→ ξM ,
ξM 7→ −ζs, ηs 7→ µs, and µs 7→ −ηs on TU , and by Js = J on M r U .
Then Js is an almost complex structure, it is compatible with ω, and
its corresponding gradient flow is generated by ζs.
Corollary 3.8. Lemma 3.6 implies that for a generic compatible metric
there exists no free gradient sphere whose north and south poles are
both interior fixed points. More precisely, the set of metrics with this
property is open and dense in the space of all compatible metrics with
the C∞ topology.
Lemma 3.9. Take a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space.
For a generic compatible metric, the arrangement of gradient spheres
is determined by the graph.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.5 and by the construction of the graph, two fixed
points are connected by a non-free gradient sphere if and only if their
corresponding vertices in the graph are connected by an edge. By
Corollary 3.8, for a generic metric, each interior fixed point whose pos-
itive isotropy weight is 1 is connected to the maximum of the moment
map by a free gradient sphere, each interior fixed point whose nega-
tive isotropy weight is −1 is connected to the minimum of the moment
map by a free gradient sphere, and all other free gradient spheres are
boring.
Example 3.10. Consider the Ka¨hler toric variety that corresponds to
the second polygon in Figure 4. View it as a Hamiltonian S1-space,
with its Ka¨hler metric. As indicated in Figure 7, this space has a free
gradient sphere whose north and south poles are interior fixed points.
(See Example 3.4.) If we perturb the Ka¨hler metric as in Lemma 3.6,
we get a new arrangement of gradient spheres, which is the same as the
one shown in Figure 7 on the left. Hence the same Hamiltonian S1-
space can admit two different compatible metrics for which the gradient
spheres are arranged differently.
4. Uniqueness: Graph determines space
Let (M,ω,Φ) and (M ′, ω′,Φ′) be two compact four dimensional Hamil-
tonian S1 spaces. Any equivariant symplectomorphism F : M −→ M ′
that respects the moment maps induces an isomorphism on the corre-
sponding graphs. In this section we prove the converse:
Theorem 4.1 (Uniqueness Theorem). Let (M,ω,Φ) and (M ′, ω′,Φ′)
be two compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1 spaces. Then any
isomorphism between their corresponding graphs is induced by an equi-
variant symplectomorphism.
Audin made a beautiful observation, that a neighborhood of the
gradient spheres can be obtained by the plumbing of disk bundles.
Since the result of plumbing is determined up to diffeomorphism by
certain data, which can be read from our graph, a neighborhood U of
the gradient spheres is determined by the graph. To show that the
graph determines the whole manifold, one “sweeps” the neighborhood
U along the gradient flow to fill almost the entire manifold, and then
“glues” the top. See [Au1, Au2].
Our first result, in §4.1, is that if two manifolds correspond to the
same graph, there exists an orientation preserving equivariant diffeo-
morphism between them that also respects the moment maps. This
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should require only a slight modification of Audin’s argument. We nev-
ertheless prove it from scratch, because Audin left out differential topo-
logical details that we felt should have been provided: first, Audin’s
argument relies on the “uniqueness of equivariant plumbing”, which
involves standard techniques in differential topology, but for which we
were not able to find a satisfactory reference; moreover, we need our
plumbing to keep track of additional information – the moment map.
Second, we did not see how to avoid a certain variant of a theorem of
Smale, on the diffeomorphisms of S2, which Audin does not use ex-
plicitly. Ahara and Hattori refer to Smale’s theorem in [AH, §10], but
we believe that one needs an additional argument, which we provide
in appendix B. Third, the plumbing argument does not seem to work
if the moment map has an isolated minimum and there are more than
two “chains of gradient spheres”. (In contrary to [Au1, Lemma 3.1.2],
this situation can occur; see our Example 6.2 and 7.4).
Having constructed in §4.1 an equivariant diffeomorphism that re-
spects the moment map, we modify it in §4.2, using Moser’s method,
into one that also respects the symplectic form.
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 4.1, we give one appli-
cation:
Proposition 4.1. Let M be a manifold with a circle action, let ω and
ω′ be equivariant symplectic forms for which the action is Hamiltonian,
and suppose that these forms represent the same de-Rham cohomology
class. Then (M,ω) is equivariantly symplectomorphic to (M,ω′).
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, the integrals of ω and ω′ over the fixed surfaces
are the same, and the moment maps Φ, Φ′ can be chosen to have
the same values at the fixed points. It follows that (M,ω,Φ) and
(M ′, ω′,Φ′) have the same graph, so, by the Uniqueness Theorem 4.1,
they are isomorphic.
Remark 4.2. The condition on the action to be Hamiltonian for both
ω and ω′ is a simple condition: by McDuff [MD1, Proposition 2], a
symplectic circle action on a symplectic four-manifold is Hamiltonian
if and only if it has fixed points.
4.1. Building an equivariant diffeomorphism that respects the
moment maps.
Proposition 4.3. Let (M,ω,Φ) and (M ′, ω′,Φ′) be compact four di-
mensional Hamiltonian S1 spaces whose graphs are isomorphic; fix an
isomorphism between their graphs. Then there exists an equivariant
orientation preserving diffeomorphism F : M −→ M ′ that satisfies
Φ′ ◦ F = Φ and that induces the given isomorphism on the graphs.
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Note that we do not yet require the map F to respect the symplectic
forms.
Throughout this section we fix the two spaces and the isomorphism
between their graphs. To each isolated fixed point, fixed surface, and
Zk-sphere in M , there corresponds then an isolated fixed point, a fixed
surface, or a Zk-sphere in M
′.
Preview of the proof of Proposition 4.3. By the local normal form, there
exists an equivariant symplectomorphism on a neighborhood of the
fixed point set. We extend it, first to neighborhoods of Zk-spheres,
then to a neighborhoods of non-trivial free gradient spheres, while re-
specting the moment maps but not necessarily the symplectic forms.
After restricting to an open subset that is preserved under the descend-
ing gradient flow, we use this flow to extend our diffeomorphism to the
complement of the maximal set of the moment map. We then “glue” it
with another diffeomorphism, which is only defined near the maximum,
using Smale’s theorem if the maximum is isolated.
We now carry out this proof in a series of lemmas.
Lemma 4.4. There exist open neighborhoods U and U ′ of the fixed
point sets in M and in M ′ and an equivariant symplectomorphism F :
U −→ U ′ that respects the moment maps.
Proof. Since the isotropy weights are determined by the graph, corre-
sponding isolated fixed points have the same isotropy weights. Hence,
by Corollary A.7, they have isomorphic neighborhoods.
Corresponding fixed surfaces are isomorphic, because a symplectic
surface is determined by its genus and total area, which are encoded in
the graph. Their neighborhoods are isomorphic, because, by Corollary
A.9, these neighborhoods are determined by the self intersections of the
surfaces, and, by Lemma 2.18, these self intersections, emin and emax,
are determined by the graph.
Lemma 4.5. There exist open subsets U ⊂M and U ′ ⊂M ′, contain-
ing the fixed points and the Zk-spheres, and an equivariant diffeomor-
phism F : U −→ U ′ that respects the moment maps.
Proof. Let F ′ be the map of Lemma 4.4, defined near the fixed points.
Choose compatible metrics in M and in M ′ in such a way that F ′
is an isometry on a neighborhood of the fixed point set and that a
neighborhood of each isolated fixed point is isometric to a disk in C2
as in (A.8); this is possible by Lemma 3.1. Let C be a Zk-sphere in M ,
and let C ′ be the corresponding Zk-sphere in M
′. Use Lemma A.14
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to identify neighborhoods of these spheres minus their poles with the
model
S1 ×Zk (I ×D2).
The map F ′, where defined, has the form
F ′([λ, h, z]) = [a(h, z)λ, h, Fh(z)],
where a(h, z) ∈ S1 and Fh is a diffeomorphism between neighborhoods
of the origin in D2. Since F ′ commutes with the gradient flow, and
since the gradient flow only effects the I coordinate, a(h, z) and Fh(z),
when defined, are locally independent of h. Since the intersection of
each gradient trajectory with a neighborhood of the north pole of C is
connected (as follows by the model (A.8)), there exists a neighborhood
of the origin inD2 such that a(h, z) and Fh(z) are defined for all z in this
neighborhood and all h’s which are sufficiently close to the endpoints
of I. The Fh’s are then equal to one diffeomorphism, F1, when h is
near the top of I, and to another, F2, when h is near the bottom of
I. By standard differential topology, we can smoothly deform each of
F1 and F2 to linear maps, and we can deform these linear maps into
each other. In this way we obtain a smooth family of diffeomorphisms
Fh, which coincide with our previous Fh’s for h near the end-points
of I. We extend a(h, z) in a similar way. The formula F ([λ, h, z]) =
[a(h, z)λ, h, Fh(z)] then defines an equivariant diffeomorphism from a
neighborhood of C to a neighborhood of C ′, which respects the moment
maps, and which coincides with F ′ on neighborhoods of the north and
south poles of C.
The proof of Lemma 4.5 does not work for free gradient spheres, for
the following reason. Let C be a non-trivial free gradient sphere in
M , and let C ′ be the corresponding sphere in M ′. Suppose that their
north poles are interior fixed points and that their south poles are
minimal for the corresponding moment maps. The map F constructed
in Lemma 4.4 is defined on neighborhoods of the poles. Since F is an
isometry, it interwines the gradient flows, so it sends a neighborhood of
the north pole in C to a neighborhood of the north pole in C ′. However,
a neighborhood of the south pole in C will be sent to a neighborhood
of the south pole in some free gradient sphere in M ′, which might be
different from C ′. This is because near the minimum of the moment
map, all free gradient spheres “look alike”; it is impossible to tell which
ones came from interior fixed points.
We return to our proof of Proposition 4.3:
Lemma 4.6. There exist generic metrics on M and on M ′, and there
exist open subsets U ⊂ M and U ′ ⊂ M ′ that contain the fixed points,
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the Zk-spheres, and those free gradient spheres whose north poles are
interior fixed points, and there exists an equivariant diffeomorphism
F : U −→ U ′ that respects the moment maps.
Proof. Let F ′ be the map of Lemma 4.5, defined near the fixed points
and the Zk-spheres. Choose generic compatible Riemann metrics onM
andM ′, such that F ′ is an isometry (possibly after shrinking its domain
of definition), and such that neighborhoods of the isolated fixed points
are isometric to the model (A.8).
Let p1, . . . , ps be those interior fixed points in M that have an
isotropy weight −1, and let p′1, . . . , p′s be the corresponding points in
M ′. Let Cj and C
′
j be the free gradient spheres whose north poles are
pj and p
′
j .
Choose a real number β greater than the minimum of Φ and close
enough to it so that the interval I ′ := (minΦ, β) contains no critical
values of Φ and its pre-image is contained in the domain of definition
of F ′.
We will soon change F ′ on the set Φ−1(I ′) into an equivariant moment-
map-preserving diffeomorphism F that sends Cj ∩ Φ−1(h) to C ′j ∩
(Φ′)−1(h) for all h near the top of I ′ and that coincides with F ′ on the
intersection of Φ−1(I ′) with a neighborhood of the Zk-spheres. Having
done that, we can proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 to ob-
tain an equivariant moment-map-preserving diffeomorphism Fj from
a neighborhood Uj of Cj ∩ {Φ > β − ǫ} onto a neighborhood U ′j of
C ′j ∩ {Φ′ > β − ǫ} and that coincides with F on the intersection of
Uj with the set {β − ǫ < Φ < β − ǫ/2}, for some very small ǫ. The
diffeomorphisms F and Fj fit together into a diffeomorphism with the
desired properties, defined on the union of {Φ < β− ǫ/2} with the Uj ’s
and with neighborhoods of the Zk-spheres.
It remains to define F on Φ−1(I ′). Since F ′ interwines the gradient
flow onM with that onM ′, we can identify both Φ−1(I ′) and (Φ′)−1(I ′)
with a product P × I ′, where P is a manifold with a locally free circle
action, in such a way that F becomes the identity map, the moment
maps become the projection to I ′, and the gradient flows only effects the
I ′ coordinate. The intersections of Cj with the level sets Φ
−1(h), h ∈ I ′,
determine a single orbit Oj in P . Similarly, C
′
j determines an orbit O
′
j
in P , which coincides with Oj exactly if F
′ sends a neighborhood of
the south pole in Cj to a neighborhood of the south pole in C
′
j. By a
simple differential topological argument, which we provide in Lemma
4.7 below, there exists an equivariant diffeotopy Fh : P −→ P , h ∈ I ′,
supported away from the non-free orbits, that deforms the identity map
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on P into a map that sends each Oj to the corresponding O
′
j. We finish
by defining F (p, h) = (Fh(p), h).
In the above proof we used the following standard differential topo-
logical lemma:
Lemma 4.7. Let P be a manifold with a locally free circle action. Let
Oj and O
′
j, j = 1, . . . , s, be free orbits in P , with Oi 6= Oj and O′i 6= O′j
for all i 6= j. Then there exists a smooth family of equivariant maps,
Fh : P −→ P , parametrized by h ∈ I ′, such that
• for h near the bottom of I ′, the map Fh is the identity map;
• each non-free orbit in P has a neighborhood on which all the Fh’s
are the identity map;
• for h near the top of I ′, the map Fh sends Oj to O′j.
Proof. Let P ′ be a connected invariant open subset of P which is equiv-
ariantly diffeomorphic to S1×B for some two dimensional manifold B.
(Such a P ′ is obtained by removing the closures of small tubular neigh-
borhoods of any finite non-empty set of orbits in P that includes all
the non-free orbits.) Let qj and q
′
j be the points of B whose preimages
in P ′ are the orbits Oj and O
′
j. For each j, let γj be a path from qj to
q′j, and let Uj be a neighborhood of this path, such that the Uj’s are
disjoint from each other. By standard differential topology (see Thom’s
isotopy embedding theorem in [BJ, chap.9]), there exists a diffeotopy
of B, compactly supported in the union of the Uj ’s, that connects the
identity map to a map that sends each qj to q
′
j . This trivially lifts and
extends to a diffeotopy of P with the required properties.
We would like to restrict F to an open set that is invariant under
the downward gradient flow of the moment map. Denote the gradient
flow by gt : M −→ M , i.e., ddtgt = gradΦ ◦ gt.
Lemma 4.8. Let U ⊂M be an invariant open subset that contains the
minimal set of the moment map and that contains all gradient spheres
whose north pole is an interior fixed point. Then there exists an in-
variant open subset U ′ of U , with these same properties, for which
g−t(U
′) ⊆ U ′ for all t ≥ 0.
Proof. We construct the set U ′ inductively, “from the bottom up”. Let
p1, . . . , ps be the interior fixed points in M , ordered in such a way that
if there is a gradient sphere with south pole pi and north pole pj, then
i < j. We will construct open sets U0 ⊆ U1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Us, such that
g−t(Uj) ⊆ Uj for all t ≥ 0, and such that Uj contains p1, . . . , pj .
Take U0 = Φ
−1(−∞, β), where β > minΦ is sufficiently small so that
U0 ⊆ U .
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Suppose that we have already constructed Uj−1. If pj is contained
in Uj−1, set Uj = Uj−1. Otherwise, let Cj be the gradient sphere
descending from pj, and let qj be its south pole. By the local normal
form of Lemma A.14, there exists a neighborhood W of Cj r {pj, qj}
in which each descending gradient trajectory approaches the level set
Φ−1(Φ(qj)). Since Uj−1 is open and contains qj , it also contains a
neighborhood of qj in its level set, and so we can shrink W so that
the bottom of each gradient trajectory in W will intersect Uj−1. The
union U ′j = Uj−1 ∪W satisfies g−t(U ′j) ⊆ U ′j for all t > 0 and contains
Cj r {pj}.
By the local normal form (A.8) for a neighborhood of pj , there exists
a diskW ′ around pj in which each gradient trajectory either approaches
pj or intersects the set {Φ < Φ(pj)}. By shrinking the disk W ′, we can
arrange that each gradient trajectory either approaches pj or intersects
the set U ′j constructed above. The open set Uj = U
′
j ∪W ′ satisfies the
required properties.
Lemma 4.9. There exists an equivariant diffeomorphism, respecting
the moment maps, from the subset {Φ < maxΦ} of M onto the subset
{Φ′ < maxΦ′} of M ′.
Proof. Let F ′ : U −→ U ′ be the map of Lemma 4.6. Pull back the
metric on U ′ to a metric on U , and extend it to a metric onM , possibly
after shrinking U and U ′. With this new generic metric, F ′ is an
isometry, and U and U ′ still contain all free gradient spheres whose
north poles are interior fixed points.
By Lemma 4.8, we can shrink U and U ′ further so that they would
be invariant under the downward gradient flow. Then F ′ has a unique
extension to an equivariant diffeomorphism F on {Φ < maxΦ} that
interwines the gradient flow onM with that onM ′ and satisfies Φ′◦F =
Φ.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let U− ⊂M and U ′− ⊂M ′ be the complements
of the maximal sets of the moment maps. In Lemma 4.9 we constructed
an equivariant diffeomorphism F− : U− −→ U ′− which respects the
moment maps.
First assume that the maximum of Φ is attained on a surface. The
normal form of Corollary A.9 implies that there is a principal S1-bundle
P −→ B such that neighborhoods of the maximum in M and in M ′
are both given by a model
P ×S1 D2, (4.10)
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in which the moment map is [p, z] 7→ maxΦ − |z|2. The map F− is
defined on this model minus the zero section. Assume that we have
chosen our metric to be standard on this model. Then the facts that F−
preserves the moment map and interwines the gradient flows implies
that it is induced by an equivariant diffeomorphism of P , and therefore
extends to the whole neighborhood (4.10).
Now assume that Φ has an isolated maximum. The local normal
form near the maximum (A.8) gives an isomorphism F+ : U+ −→
U ′+ between the sets of points whose moment image is greater than
max(Φ) − ǫ for some ǫ > 0. To glue F+ and F−, it is enough to
find an equivariant diffeomorphism F : U+ ∩ U− −→ U ′+ ∩ U ′− that
respects the moment maps, that coincides with F+ on a neighborhood
of the maximum, and that coincides with F− on a neighborhood of
Φ−1({max(Φ)− ǫ}). As in the proof of Lemma 4.6, we use the gradient
flows and the map F− to identify U+ ∩ U− and U ′+ ∩ U ′− with the
model P × I where P is a level set of Φ and where I is the interval
(max(Φ)− ǫ,max(Φ)). On this model, F− is an identity map, and F+
is given by an equivariant diffeomorphism of P that is independent
of the I coordinate. So it is enough to show that each equivariant
diffeomorphism f of P that sends each non-free orbit to itself can be
connected to the identity by an equivariant diffeotopy.
Let f be the induced diffemorphism on the quotient orbifold, B :=
P/S1. As in [AH, §10], we can diffeotope f into a map that is the
identity on a neighborhood of each orbifold singularity. The orbifold B
is a two-sphere with at most two singular points; this follows from the
local model (A.8). Fix a homeomorphism from B to S2 that is smooth
outside the singular points; the images of the singular points in B are
marked points in S2. The diffeomorphisms of B that are the identity
on neighborhoods of the singular points become the diffeomorphisms of
S2 that are fixd on neighborhoods of the marked points. If the number
of marked points is one or zero, Smale’s theorem [S] essentially tells
us that every such diffeomorphism is diffeotopic, again through such
diffeomorphisms, to the identity. (See appendix B.) If there are two
marked points, this is no longer true. However, every diffeomorphism of
S2 that fixes neighborhoods of these marked points is diffeotopic to the
identity through diffeomorphisms that act on neighborhoods of these
points by rotations (again, see appendix B). This is enough because we
can identify B with S2 in such a way that a rotation of a neighborhood
of a marked point in S2 becomes a rotation (in particular, is smooth)
on a neighborhood of the corresponding singular point in B. In this
way we obtain a diffeotopy f t of B, with f0 = f and f 1 =identity.
This lifts to an equivariant diffeotopy ft of P with f0 = f and such
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that f1 rotates each fiber of P −→ B by an element of S1, given by
a smooth function h : B −→ S1. Since h can be smoothly deformed
to the constant map 1 (because B is a 2-sphere), the map f1 can be
smoothly deformed to the identity.
4.2. Building an isomorphism. Proposition 4.3 reduces Theorem
4.1 to the following proposition, which was conjectured by Delzant and
Ginzburg:
Proposition 4.11. Take a compact manifold M with a circle action
and a smooth map Φ : M −→ R. Let ω and ω′ be two invariant
symplectic forms for which Φ is the moment map, i.e., such that (1.1)
is satisfied for both ω and ω′. Suppose that the integrals of ω and ω′
over any fixed surface are the same. Then there exists an equivariant
diffeomorphism F :M −→M such that F ∗ω = ω′ and Φ′ ◦ F = Φ.
The proof of the proposition will use the following Lemma, which is
also interesting in itself:
Lemma 4.12. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.11, the de Rham
cohomology classes of ω and ω′ are the same.
Proof. The moment map Φ is a perfect Bott-Morse function [GS1, §5].
The gradient spheres, with respect to any invariant metric, form com-
pleting cycles for the critical points. Therefore, the gradient spheres,
together with the minimal set of Φ if that happens to be a surface, form
a basis of H∗(M,Z). The assumptions of Proposition 4.11 imply that
the integrals of ω and ω′ on these basis elements are the same. (The
symplectic area of a gradient sphere with isotropy k is 1
k
(Φ(p)−Φ(q))
where p and q are the north and south poles; see the proof of Lemma
2.5.)
Proof of Proposition 4.11. Let ωt = (1 − t)ω + tω′, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. By
Lemma 4.12, the cohomology classes [ωt] are all the same. By Moser’s
method [W1, lecture 5], to prove Proposition 4.11 it is sufficient to
prove that ωt is nondegenerate for all t. This can be checked pointwise.
There are two cases:
Case 1: At a point with a discrete stabilizer. Let ξM be the vector field
on M that generates the circle action, and suppose that ξM |p 6= 0. In
the vector space TpM , choose an oriented basis of the form x, y, u, v
where Φ∗x = 1, y = ξM |p, and Φ∗u = Φ∗v = 0. Since ωt(ζ, y) = Φ∗ζ
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for all ζ , the matrix representing ωt|TpM has the form

0 1 at bt
−1 0 0 0
−at 0 0 ct
−bt 0 −ct 0

 .
We have ωt∧ωt = 2ct times a generator of ∧4T ∗pM . Since [ω] = [ω′], the
symplectic forms ω and ω′ induce the same orientation onM , so c0 and
c1 must have the same sign. This further implies that ct = (1−t)c0+tc1
is nonzero, hence ωt ∧ ωt 6= 0.
Case 2: At a fixed point. Let p be a fixed point. The Hessian of Φ at
p provides a quadratic moment map for the linear symplectic form ωp
on TpM with the linear isotropy action. Our Proposition hence follows
from the following lemma:
Lemma 4.13. Let S1 act on C2 by λ · (z, w) = (λmz, λnw) where m,n
are integers, not both zero. Let ω and ω′ be S1-invariant linear symplec-
tic forms on C2, compatible with the complex orientation, and with the
same quadratic moment map Φ : C2 −→ R. Then ωt := (1− t)ω + tω′
is nondegenerate for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. The circle action is generated by the vector field
ξM = im(z
∂
∂z
− z ∂
∂z
) + in(w
∂
∂w
− w ∂
∂w
).
Any real 2-form can be written as
ω =
i
2
(Adz∧dz+Bdz∧dw−Bdz∧dw+Cdz∧dw−Cdz∧dw+Ddw∧dw)
where A,D ∈ R and B,C ∈ C. The S1-invariance amounts to
λm+nB = B and λm−nC = C for all λ ∈ S1.
(4.14)
We will consider four sub-cases. In the first three sub-cases below, we
will show that the symplectic form ω is determined from the function
Φ and from the integers m and n. This implies that all the ωt’s are
the same and are therefore nondegenerate. In the fourth sub-case, we
might have ω 6= ω′, but ωt will still be nondegenerate.
Sub-case 1: m = n 6= 0. Then (4.14) implies that B = 0, so
ω =
i
2
(Adz ∧ dz + Cdz ∧ dw − Cdz ∧ dw +Ddw ∧ dw).
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The moment map is
Φ(z, w) = −m
2
(A|z|2 +D|w|2 + Czw + Czw).
From this we can extract A, D, and C.
Sub-case 2: m = −n 6= 0. Then (4.14) implies C = 0, so
ω =
i
2
(Adz ∧ dz +Bdz ∧ dw − Bdz ∧ dw +Ddw ∧ dw).
The moment map is
Φ(z, w) = −m
2
(A|z|2 −D|w|2 +Bzw +Bzw).
From this we can extract A, D, and B.
Sub-case 3: m 6= ±n, both 6= 0. Then (4.14) implies B = C = 0, so
ω =
i
2
(Adz ∧ dz +Ddw ∧ dw).
The moment map is
Φ(z, w) = −1
2
(mA|z|2 + nD|w|2).
From this we can extract A and D.
Sub-case 4: m = 0, n 6= 0. Again, (4.14) implies B = C = 0, so
ω =
i
2
(Adz ∧ dz +Ddw ∧ dw).
The moment map is
Φ(z, w) = −1
2
nD|w|2.
From this we can extract D. The coefficients A and A′ in ω and in ω′
might be different, but their signs must both be equal to the sign of
D. So ωt =
i
2
(Atdz ∧ dz +Ddw ∧ dw), with At = (1− t)A + tA′ 6= 0,
is nondegenerate.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.11, and hence of Theorem
4.1.
Example 4.15. The Hamiltonian S1-spaces corresponding to the first
two polygons in Figure 4 have the same graph (see Example 2.9), hence
are isomorphic.
This shows that a Hamiltonian S1-space can admit two nonisomor-
phic compatible Ka¨hler metrics (nonisomorphic because their gradient
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spheres are arranged differently; see Example 3.4), and that a Hamil-
tonian S1-action can extend to two nonisomorphic toric actions (their
Delzant polygons are different).
We note that the first space is S2×S2, and the second is a Hirzebruch
surface, M = P ×S1 S2, where P −→ S2 is a principal circle bundle
with Chern number 2.
5. Isolated fixed points implies toric variety
We have shown that a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-
space is determined by its graph. To complete the classification, it
remains to determine which such spaces (or graphs) occur.
In this section we treat the case of isolated fixed points. We show
that these are all Ka¨hler toric varieties, considered as Hamiltonian S1-
spaces as in §2.2. The Uniqueness Theorem 4.1 reduces the proof to
combinatorics: we only need to show that the graph of every such a
space comes from a Delzant polygon. This result has two important
consequences, Corollaries 5.19 and 5.20: first, the circle action extends
to a Hamiltonian action of a two dimensional torus; second, the space
is Ka¨hler, i.e., it admits a complex structure that is compatible with
the given symplectic structure and is invariant under the circle action.
Definition 5.1. Let (M,ω,Φ) be a compact four dimensional Hamil-
tonian S1-space, equipped with a compatible metric. A chain of gradi-
ent spheres is a sequence of gradient spheres, C1, . . . , Cl, such that the
south pole of C1 is a minimum for the moment map, the north pole of
Ci−1 is the south pole of Ci for each 1 < i ≤ l, and the north pole of Cl
is a maximum for the moment map. A chain is non-trivial if it contains
more than one sphere, or if it contains one sphere whose stabilizer is
non-trivial.
Lemma 5.2. Let C1, . . . , Cl be a chain of gradient spheres, and let
k1, . . . , kl be the orders of their stabilizers. (See Figure 9.) Then
1. gcd(ki, ki+1) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , l − 1, and
2. (ki−1 + ki+1)/ki is an integer for i = 2, . . . , l − 1. (5.3)
Moreover, −(ki−1 + ki+1)/ki is the self intersection of Ci.
Proof. Denote by pi the north pole of Ci, which is also the south pole
of Ci+1. The isotropy weights at pi are ki+1 and −ki. Since the circle
action is effective (on M , and hence on a neighborhood of p), these
integers are relatively prime. This proves part 1.
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ki+1
ki
ki−1
pi
pi−1
Figure 9. A chain of gradient spheres
The rest of the lemma follows from a certain fact about S1-equivariant
line bundles over S2 that we prove in Lemma 5.4 below. The normal
bundle of Ci in M can be viewed as an S
1-equivariant complex line
bundle (Corollary A.6). The circle rotates the two-sphere ki times,
and acts on the fibers over the north and south poles with weights ki+1
and −ki−1. By Lemma 5.4, the self intersection of the zero section is
−(ki−1 + ki+1)/ki.
Lemma 5.4. Let S1 act on S2 by rotating it k times while fixing the
north and south poles. Suppose that the action lifts to a complex line
bundle. Then S1 acts linearly on the fibers over the north and south
poles; let m and n be the weights for these actions. Then
m− n = −ek
where e is the self intersection of the zero section.
Proof. See [AH, lemma 4.3]. It is also not hard, and is a worthwhile
exercise, to prove this directly: if we decompose S2 into the upper and
lower hemispheres and trivialize the bundle over each hemisphere, the
self intersection e is equal to the winding number of the gluing map,
ψ : equator −→ C×, which one can compute.
Corollary 5.5. Any gradient sphere whose north and south poles are
interior fixed points has a negative self intersection.
Fans are central ingredients in the theory of toric varieties. We will
use them not directly to construct toric varieties, but as an aid in our
computations. The following definition of cones and fans in R2 is less
general than the standard definition, but is sufficient for our needs:
Definition 5.6. A smooth cone c in R2 is the positive span of two
integer vectors u = (k, b) and u′ = (k′, b′) satisfying kb′ − bk′ = 1; we
say that c is generated by u and u′. A smooth fan in R2 is a collection
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of smooth cones in which the intersection of any two different cones is
either the origin or is a common ray. A smooth fan in R2 is complete
if the union of its cones is R2. We say that a complete smooth fan
c1, . . . , cN in R
2 is generated by u1, . . . , uN if ci is generated by ui and
ui+1 for all i, with the indices taken cyclically.
Lemma 5.7. Let k1, . . . , kl be positive integers that satisfy (5.3). Then
there exist integers b1, . . . , bl such that
kibi+1 − biki+1 = 1 for all i. (5.8)
Proof. By subtracting the equations
ki−1bi − bi−1ki = 1
kibi+1 − biki+1 = 1,
we get the requirement
bi+1 = −bi−1 + ki+1 + ki−1
ki
bi. (5.9)
Choose b1, b2 ∈ Z such that k1b2 − b1k2 = 1; this is possible because
gcd(k1, k2) = 1. Construct the other bi’s recursively by (5.9).
Lemma 5.10. Let k1, . . . , kl be positive integers that satisfy (5.3).
Then
1
k1k2
+ . . .+
1
kl−1kl
=
d
k1kl
for some positive integer d.
Proof. Consider the vectors ui = (ki, bi), where bi are as in Lemma
5.7. Denote by ci the cone in R
2 generated by ui and ui+1. These
cones are arranged in counterclockwise order (because det(uiui+1) =
kibi+1 − biki+1 > 0), and they do not complete a full turn around the
origin and eventually overlap, because they remain in the right half
plane (because ki > 0). Therefore they fit together to form a smooth
fan in Z2, as in Figure 10. An elementary computation shows that∫
ci
e−xdx ∧ dy = 1
kiki+1
det(uiui+1) =
1
kiki+1
.
Similarly, using the fact that the counterclockwise angle from u1 to ul
is less than 180◦,∫
c1∪···∪cl−1
e−xdx ∧ dy = 1
k1kl
det(u1ul).
The desired equality follows from the additivity of the integral.
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u4
u3
u2u1
c3
c2
c1
Figure 10. A fan.
Lemma 5.11. Let (M,ω,Φ) be a four dimensional compact Hamilton-
ian S1-space, equipped with a compatible metric. Suppose that the fixed
points are isolated, and that the isotropy weights are −m,−m′ at the
maximum and n, n′ at the minimum. Consider those chains of gradient
spheres that consist of two or more spheres; let mj and nj be the orders
of the stabilizers of the top and bottom spheres in the j’th such chain.
Then there exist positive integers dj such that
1
mm′
+
1
nn′
=
∑
j
dj
mjnj
, (5.12)
summing over those chains that contain two or more spheres.
Proof. Let kji be the order of the stabilizer of the ith gradient sphere
in the jth chain. The isotropy weights at the ith fixed point in this
chain are kji+1 and −kji . By Lemma 2.15, 1mm′ + 1nn′ =
∑
j
∑
i
1
k
j
i k
j
i+1
.
By Lemma 5.10,
∑
i
1
k
j
i k
j
i+1
=
dj
mjnj
.
Proposition 5.13. Let (M,ω,Φ) be a four dimensional compact Hamil-
tonian S1-space with isolated fixed points, equipped with a compatible
metric. Then it contains at most two non-trivial chains of gradient
spheres.
Remark 5.14. It would be enough for our purposes to show that there
exists a compatible metric with at most two non-trivial chains. How-
ever, we show that every compatible metric has at most two non-trivial
chains.
Proof of Proposition 5.13. In each chain of gradient spheres, the top
weight is either 1, m, orm′, and ifm orm′ is greater than one, it occurs
exactly once as the top weight in such a chain. A similar situation holds
at the minimum. There are two cases, shown in Figure 11:
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n1
1 m2
1
1 n n′
1 m m′
Figure 11. Possible and impossible graphs
Case 1: Suppose that there exists a non-trivial chain of gradient spheres
with top weight equal to 1; denote its bottom weight by n1, and suppose
that there exists a different non-trivial chain with bottom weight equal
to 1; denote its top weight by m2. Then the right hand side of (5.12) is
at least d1
n1
+ d2
m2
. Assume, without loss of generality, that m ≥ m′ ≥ 1
and that n ≥ n′ ≥ 1. Then this right hand side is at least 1
n
+ 1
m
,
and it is greater than this number if there exist additional chains of
length greater than one. Since the left hand side of (5.12) is no larger
than 1
n
+ 1
m
, they both must be equal to 1
n
+ 1
m
. This equality for the
right hand side implies that n = n1, m = m2 and that there exist no
additional chains of length greater than one. The equality for the left
hand side of implies that m′ = n′ = 1, so there cannot be additional
non-trivial chains of length one. Therefore there are exactly two non-
trivial chains of gradient spheres.
Case 2: Now suppose that there are no two different non-trivial chains
with the top isotropy weight being equal to 1 in one chain and the
bottom isotropy weight being equal to 1 in the other chain, and suppose
that there are three or more non-trivial chains. Since at most two can
have bottom weight different than 1, our assumption implies that there
cannot be two chains whose top isotropy weight is 1. So there have to
be exactly three non-trivial chains of gradient spheres, one with top
weight 1, and two with top weights greater than 1; in particular, m
and m′ are both greater than one. A similar situation holds at the
bottom. Moreover, the 1’s at the top and bottom must match: there
must be a non-trivial chain of gradient spheres in which both the top
and bottom isotropy weights are 1. This chain contributes a positive
integer to the right hand side of (5.12). Since the integers m, m′, n,
and n′ are all greater than 1, the left hand side of (5.12) is less than 1.
This cannot happen.
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We now want to show that the graph of any compact four dimen-
sional Hamiltonian S1-space with isolated fixed points comes from a
Delzant polygon. By Proposition 5.13 it is enough to prove the follow-
ing, stronger, statement:
Proposition 5.15. Let (M,ω,Φ) be a compact four dimensional Hamil-
tonian S1-space, equipped with a compatible metric. Suppose that it
contains no more than two non-trivial chains of gradient spheres, and
suppose that any fixed surface, if exists, has genus zero. Then there
exists a Delzant polygon which, by the recipe of section 2.2, gives the
graph corresponding to this space.
We will prove an even stronger statement, that will be useful later.
Consider the graph corresponding to a compact four dimensional Hamil-
tonian S1-space. Define an extended graph to be a graph obtained from
it by adding edges labeled 1, in such a way that every interior vertex
is contained in exactly two edges, and in such a way that the moment
map labels remain monotone along each branch of edges. For instance,
we can get an extended graph by choosing a compatible metric (not
necessarily generic) and marking a new edge for each non-trivial free
gradient sphere, and possibly for some trivial ones too. (A trivial gra-
dient sphere is a free gradient sphere that goes all the way from the
bottom to the top.) The branches in the graph then correspond to the
non-trivial chains of gradient spheres.
If we are given an extended graph with no more than two branches,
we can choose smooth invariant two-spheres in our manifold whose
arrangement reflects the graph. More specifically, for every new edge
we can choose an invariant two-sphere connecting the corresponding
fixed points, such that the tangent spaces to the sphere at its north
and south poles are symplectic. This guarantees that over the north
and south poles, the circle acts on the fiber of the normal bundle to the
two-sphere with the weight equal to the corresponding isotropy weight
at that fixed point. It is easy to construct such a sphere by starting
from a curve and ”sweeping” it by the circle action. The only possible
problem is that if we have an isolated extremum with both isotropy
weights different than ±1, an invariant two-sphere that reaches this
extremum will not be smooth unless it’s a Zk-sphere. (See [AH, Lemma
4.9].) However, this problem does not come up if the extended graph
has no more than two branches.
We can now state our more general variant of 5.15.
Proposition 5.16. Let (M,ω,Φ) be a compact four dimensional Hamil-
tonian S1-space, equipped with a compatible metric. Consider its graph.
Suppose that there exists an extended graph with exactly two branches.
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1
k′s
kl
k1
y′
0
=y0=ymin
y′1 y1
y′s−1 yl−1
y′s=yl=ymax
Figure 12. A graph with two branches
Also suppose that any fixed surface, if exists, has genus zero. Then
there exists a Delzant polygon which, by the recipe of section 2.2, gives
the graph corresponding to this space.
Remark 5.17. If there exists an extended graph with no more than two
branches, then there exists one with exactly two branches: simply add
trivial branches, each consisting of a single new edge going all the way
from the top to the bottom.
Remark 5.18. Audin, in [Au1, §3.3], has a similar result for the under-
lying S1 manifold.
Proof. Take two chains of gradient spheres that correspond to the two
branches of the extended graph.3 Let k1, . . . , kl be the isotropy weights
along the first chain and k′1, . . . , k
′
s the isotropy weights along the sec-
ond chain. Let y0, y1, . . . , yl be the values of the moment map at the
fixed points along the first chain, and y′0, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
s those along the first
chain. See Figure 12. Then y0 = y
′
0 = ymin and yl = y
′
s = ymax are the
extremal values of the moment map.
We will construct the edges of the polygon inductively, from the
bottom up. The edges on the right will form a polygonal path in R2
between a sequence of points p0, . . . , pl, and those on the left will form
a polygonal path between a sequence of points p′0, . . . , p
′
s. The y coor-
dinates of these points will be the corresponding moment map values.
To determine these points, it is enough to specify their y coordinates,
the slopes of the edges pi−1pi and p′i−1p
′
i, and the initial points, p0 and
p′0.
Let us first specify the normal vectors to the edges. If the minimum
is isolated, let u1 = (k1, b1) and u
′
1 = (−k′1, b′1) be integer vectors such
3 We will call those spheres that correspond to the edges of the extended graph
“gradient spheres”, even if the extended graph did not come from a compatible
metric.
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that det(u′1u1) = 1; there exist such vectors because k1 and k
′
1 are
relatively prime. If the minimum is a surface, let u0 = (0,−1), and let
u1 = (1, b1) and u
′
1 = (−1, b′1) be such that b1+ b′1 = −emin, where emin
is the self intersection of the surface.
Let the next vectors be of the form ui = (ki, bi), i = 2, . . . , l, with
det(ui−1ui) = 1. As in the proof of Lemma 5.7, ui are integral. Simi-
larly, u′i = (−k′i, b′i), i = 2, . . . , s, with det(u′i−1u′i) = −1.
Let amin be the normalized symplectic area of the minimal set of
the moment map; if the minimum is isolated, this number is 0. Let
p0 = (x0, ymin) and p
′
0 = (x
′
0, ymin) with x
′
0 = x0+amin and x0 arbitrary.
Determine the points p1, . . . , pl by demanding the y coordinate of pi to
be the moment map value yi and the interval pi−1pi to be perpendicular
to ui. Similarly, determine p
′
1, . . . , p
′
l by demanding the y coordinate
of p′i to be the moment map value y
′
i and the interval p
′
i−1p
′
i to be
perpendicular to u′i.
We need to show that the polygonal paths p0p1 . . . pl and p
′
0p
′
1 . . . p
′
s,
together with, possibly, horizontal edges p′0p0 and p
′
spl, form a Delzant
polygon whose corresponding graph coincides with the graph of our
manifold. For this we need to check two things:
1. the closed polygonal path p′0p0p1 . . . plp
′
sp
′
s−1 . . . p
′
0 satisfies the con-
ditions (2.6) of Delzant, and
2. if the maximum of the moment map is isolated, the endpoints of
the two paths coincide, and if the maximal set is a surface, the
interval p′spl has length equal to the normalized symplectic area
of the surface;
Let us parametrize the two paths by (x(t), t) and (x′(t), t) for ymin ≤
t ≤ ymax. The horizontal distance function, f(t) = x(t)−x′(t), has the
following properties:
(i) The function f(t) is continuous for ymin ≤ t ≤ ymax, and is piece-
wise linear. Its slope, ∂
∂t
f(t), only changes as t crosses the points
yi and y
′
j.
(ii) At the bottom, f(ymin) = amin. If the moment map has an isolated
minimum with isotropy weights n and n′, the slope of f(t) right
above the minimum is 1/nn′. If the minimal set of the moment
map is a surface of self intersection emin, the slope of f(t) right
above the minimum is −emin.
(iii) As t crosses the value yi, the slope of f(t) decreases by
1
ki−1ki
, and
as t crosses the value y′j, the slope of f(t) decreases by
1
k′j−1k
′
j
. (Of
course, if yi happens to be equal to y
′
j, their contributions add
up.)
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Conditions (i) and (ii) follow immediately from our construction.
Let us prove condition (iii). For yi−1 < t < yi,
dx(t)
dt
= − bi
ki
, hence, as
we cross the point yi, the slope of f(t) increases by (− biki ) − (−
bi−1
ki−1
)
= −ki−1bi−bi−1ki
ki−1ki
= −det(ui−1ui)
ki−1ki
= − 1
ki−1ki
. Similarly, for y′j−1 < t < y
′
j,
dx′(t)
dt
=
b′j
k′j
, hence, as we cross the point y′j, the slope of f(t) increases
by (
b′j
k′j
)− ( b
′
j−1
k′j−1
) = −k
′
jb
′
j−1−b
′
jk
′
j−1
k′j−1k
′
j
= −det(u
′
juj−1)
k′j−1k
′
j
= − 1
k′j−1k
′
j
.
The density function for the Duistermaat-Heckman measure, ρ(t),
whose formula is given in (2.13), satisfies these same Conditions (i)–
(iii). (To check this, notice that the yp’s in (2.13) are the same as
our yi’s and y
′
j’s, and that for each p, (mp, np) is either (ki+1,−ki) or
(k′j+1,−k′j).) Since conditions (i)–(iii) determine a function uniquely,
x(t)− x′(t) = ρ(t). This implies part 2.
It remains to check the Delzant conditions. Our construction of
the normal vectors guarantees these conditions are satisfied, except,
perhaps, at the top. If the maximal set for the moment map is a surface,
we have a top horizontal edge with an outward normal umax = (0, 1),
and the required conditions, det(ulumax) = det(umaxu
′
s) = 1, follow
immediately from the fact that ul = (kl, bl) and u
′
s = (−k′s, b′s) with
kl = ks = 1. If the moment map has an isolated maximum, we have
ul = (m, bl) and u
′
s = (−m′, b′s) where−m,−m′ are the isotropy weights
at the maximum. By (2.13), the slope of the density function ρ(t) for
t right below the maximum is − 1
mm′
. For such t, the slope of x(t) is
− bl
m
and the slope of x′(t) is b
′
s
m′
. Since ρ(t) = x(t) − x′(t), we have
− 1
mm′
= − bl
m
− b′s
m′
= − blm′+mb′s
mm′
= −det(ulu′s)
mm′
, which implies the Delzant
condition det(ulu
′
s) = 1.
We now reach the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.1. Every four dimensional, compact Hamiltonian S1-space
with isolated fixed points comes from a Ka¨hler toric variety by restrict-
ing the action to a sub-circle.
Proof. By Proposition 5.13, the space contains at most two chains of
gradient spheres (with respect to any compatible metric). By Proposi-
tion 5.15, this implies that there exists a Delzant polygon which gives
rise to the graph of the space. Finally, by the Uniqueness Theorem 4.1,
the space is S1-equivariantly symplectomorphic to the Ka¨hler toric va-
riety that corresponds to this Delzant polygon.
Theorems 5.1 and 4.1 provide a classification of compact four dimen-
sional Hamiltonian S1-spaces with isolated fixed points: a complete list
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of spaces (up to isomorphism) is provided by the list of Delzant poly-
gons, and two Delzant polygons give isomorphic spaces if and only if
their graphs, as constructed in §2.2, coincide.
Corollary 5.19. In every four dimensional compact Hamiltonian S1
space with isolated fixed points, the circle action extends to an effective
Hamiltonian action of a two dimensional torus.
Corollary 5.20. Every four dimensional compact Hamiltonian S1 space
with isolated fixed points admits a compatible Ka¨hler structure.
For completeness, let us state the classification more explicitly:
Theorem 5.2. The Hamiltonian S1 spaces with isolated fixed points
are classified by a set of polygons in R2, modulo an equivalence relation.
The set consists of those Delzant polygons (defined in §2.2) that have
the following two additional properties.
(i) there are no horizontal edges;
(ii) if the slope of an edge is 1/b with b an integer, the edge reaches
either the top or bottom vertex.
The equivalence relation is the following. Two polygons are equivalent
if they differ by an affine transformation of R2 of the form (x, y) 7→
(a+ x+my, y) or of the form (x, y) 7→ (a− x+my, y) with m ∈ Z.
Proof. Consider the following maps:{
Delzant polygons
that satisfy
(i) and (ii)
}
map1−→
{
Hamiltonian S1-spaces
with
isolated fixed points
}
map2−→
{
labeled
graphs
}
The maps map2 and map2 ◦map1 were described explicitly in §2. The
Uniqueness Theorem 4.1 showed that map2 is one to one. Proposition
5.15 showed that the image of map2 is equal to the image of map2 ◦
map1. It follows that map1 is onto. The composition map2 ◦ map1
is invariant under affine transformations described above, hence so is
map1. (These transformations correspond to automorphisms of the
acting torus, S1 × S1, that preserve the second circle.) Finally, by
examining the proof of Proposition 5.15, it follows that two Delzant
polygons give the same graph if and only if they differ by an affine
transformation of the above form. (Indeed, the only choices involved
in the construction of the Delzant polygon were choosing which chain
is on the left and which is on the right, choosing the value of x0, and
choosing the normal vectors u1 and u
′
1. Different choices amount to an
affine transformation of the polygon of the form described above.)
Theorem 5.1 enables us to determine when the circle action extends
to a Hamiltonian torus action:
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Figure 13. A toric variety with four non-trivial chains
of gradient spheres for a generic metric
Proposition 5.21. For a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-
space, the following are equivalent:
1. each fixed surface has genus 0, and each non-extremal level set for
the moment map contains at most two non-free orbits;
2. each fixed surface has genus 0, and there exists a metric for which
there are no more than two non-trivial chains of gradient spheres,
3. The circle action extends to a Hamiltonian action of a 2-torus.
Proof. It is easy to see that the second condition follows from the third
(take the Ka¨hler metric of the toric variety) and implies the first. It
remains to show that the first condition implies the third.
The first condition implies that there exists an extended graph with
two or less branches that corresponds to the space. (Construct the
extended graph by connecting each interior vertex from which no edge
is coming up with the lowest vertex above it from which no edge is
coming down.) The third then follows by Proposition 5.16.
Remark 5.22. Despite Part 2 of Proposition 5.21, there could be three
or more non-trivial chains of gradient spheres for certain compatible
metrics; see Example 5.23 and Figure 13. However, this cannot happen
if the fixed points are isolated, because of Proposition 5.13.
Example 5.23. The toric variety shown in Figure 13 provides a Hamil-
tonian S1 space in which there are four non-trivial chains of gradient
spheres with respect to a generic metric, but in which the action ex-
tends to a torus action.
Remark 5.24. Proposition 5.21 is very close to Audin’s claim, that a
circle action extends to a torus action if and only if each level set for
the moment map meets at most two gradient spheres [Au1, Thm.3.5.1].
Audin must have had in mind non-free gradient spheres; otherwise,
Example 5.23 provides a counterexample. Alternatively, she might
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have implicitly assumed that the metric would be preserved by the
action of the whole torus. This assumption is also necessary for the
second part of [Au1, Thm.3.5.1], which states that the torus action is
determined by the circle action; otherwise, Example 4.15 provides a
counterexample.
6. Blowing-up
In sections 2 and 4 we showed how to distinguish between compact
four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-spaces. To complete the classification
we need to determine which such spaces occur. In this section we show
that every such space can be obtained from a minimal space by a
sequence of equivariant symplectic blowups at fixed points. Moreover,
the result of such a blowup is completely determined by its “size”, and
in section 7 we give the precise restrictions on these sizes.
This section essentially reproduces the results of Ahara, Hattori, and
Audin. We took the liberty to prove them from scratch, because our
proof is shorter, and because we provide a more precise result, which
we need for section 7.
6.1. Equivariant symplectic blow-ups and blow-downs. Sym-
plectic blowups and blowdowns are explained carefully in [MD2]. Let
us now recall what they are, while also keeping track of a circle (or
torus) action.
Take C2 with its standard symplectic structure, remove a ball of
radius r, and collapse the boundary along the Hopf fibration. The
resulting topological space is the union of the manifolds {|z|2 + |w|2 >
r2} and {|z|2 + |w|2 = r2}/S1, each of which inherits a symplectic
structure from C2. To obtain a smooth and symplectic structure on
this space, one can realize it as the symplectic quotient of C2 × C
with respect to the circle action (az, aw, a−1u) at the level set 1
2
(|z|2 +
|w|2 − |u|2) = 1
2
r2; for more details see [GS2]. This is a special case of
Lerman’s symplectic cutting [L2].
The size, or amount , of this blowup is λ = r2/2. The submanifold
{|z|2 + |w|2 = r2}/S1 is the exceptional divisor; its area is 2πλ. Any
two integers m,n determine a Hamiltonian action of the circle group
on C2, given by (λmz, λ−nw); this circle action and its moment map
descend to the blow up. The exceptional divisor is a Zm+n-sphere;
the circle action on it can be written in homogeneous coordinates as
[λmz, λ−nw] = [λm+nz, w].
As a toric variety, the blow-up of C2 corresponds to the positive
quadrant minus a triangle; see Figure 14. The positive quadrant is
the image of C2 under the moment map (z, w) 7→ (1
2
|z|2, 1
2
|w|2), and
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Figure 14. Blowing up C2
m+nα
α+mλ
α−nλ
m
n
n
m
Figure 15. Blowing up at an interior fixed point
1
11
α
v , g v−λ , g
α
α+λ
Figure 16. Blowing up at a point on Bmin.
the triangle is the image of the ball {|z|2 + |w|2 < r2}. Transforming
this picture by an appropriate element of SL(2,Z), we can get a picture
that corresponds to an action of S1×S1 in which the second S1 acts by
the integers (m,n) as described earlier. Applying the recipe of §2.2, we
get the graph corresponding to this S1-space. Figures 15–18, together
with Figures 16–18 turned up side down, give all the possible graphs
of C2 and its blow up (with the addition of some edges labeled 1 which
correspond to free gradient spheres). In these figures, α is a moment
map label, λ = r2/2 is the amount by which we blow up, v and v − λ
are area-labels, and g is a genus.
We can now perform the same construction on a manifold: an equi-
variant Darboux chart on a symplectic manifold with a group action is
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α α+nλ
α+mλ
m
n n
m
m−n
Figure 17. Blowing up at a minimum with isotropy
weights n < m.
α+λ v=λ , g=0α
11
11
Figure 18. Blowing up at a minimum with isotropy
weights 1, 1.
an equivariant symplectomorphism from an open subset of the manifold
onto an open subset of C2 with a linear action. If its image contains a
closed ball of radius r, we can use this chart to define an equivariant
symplectic blow-up of the manifold by the amount λ = r2/2. By the
local normal form (namely, Corollary A.7), there exists an equivariant
Darboux chart on the neighborhood of any fixed point. However, in
general it is difficult to determine how large it can be.
We now show that the result of an equivariant symplectic blow-up
on our spaces is independent of the choice of a Darboux chart. This
is in contrast to the non-equivariant case, when the uniqueness of the
symplectic blow-up is a difficult issue (see [MD4]).
Proposition 6.1. Let M be a compact four dimensional Hamiltonian
S1-space and p ∈M a fixed point. Then any two equivariant symplectic
blow-ups ofM at p by the same amount λ yield isomorphic Hamiltonian
S1 spaces.
Proof. The graphs of the blow-ups are the same; they are given by
Figures 15–18. By the Uniqueness Theorem 4.1, the blown-up spaces
are the same.
We now use blow-ups to construct a compact four dimensional Hamil-
tonian S1-space with an isolated minimum and with three non-trivial
chains of gradient spheres:
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Figure 19. Blowing up at the minimum for Example 6.2
Example 6.2. Consider the Delzant polygon in Figure 19 on the left,
whose edge vectors, starting from the low left vertex and proceeding
counterclockwise, are (1, 0), (1, 1), (7, 14), (−8,−12), (−1,−2), and
(0,−1). Take the corresponding toric variety, and perform on it an
S1-equivariant blow-up at a point on the minimal surface of the mo-
ment map. The resulting space has three non-trivial chains of gradient
spheres. Its graph is drawn in Figure 19 on the right.
Remark 6.3. Example 6.2 provides a counterexample to Proposition
3.1.2 of [Au1], where it was implicitly assumed that the gradient spheres
all have non-trivial stabilizers.
Example 6.2 also provides an example of a compact four dimen-
sional Hamiltonian S1-space that contains a non-smooth non-trivial
gradient sphere: the free gradient sphere that reaches the maximum is
not smooth at its north-pole. This follows, as is shown in [AH, Lemma
4.9], from the fact that both isotropy weights at the maximum have an
absolute value greater than 1.
Remark 6.4. In Example 6.2, if the blow-up is by an amount λ different
than 1, the resulting space admits some compatible metric (necessarily
non-generic) for which there are only two chains of gradient spheres,
and the space is a toric variety; this follows from Proposition 5.21. This
is no longer true if λ = 1; see Example 7.4.
Symplectic blowing down is the reverse procedure to symplectic blow-
ing up: let (M,ω,Φ) be a four dimensional Hamiltonian S1 space, and
let C ⊆M be an invariant symplectic sphere with self intersection −1
and total area πr2. By the equivariant tubular neighborhood theorem
(specifically, Corollaries A.9 and A.12), a neighborhood of C in M is
equivariantly symplectomorphic to a neighborhood of the exceptional
divisor in the λ-blowup of C2, where λ = r2/2, with the action being
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given by some integers (m,n). To blow down, we remove a neighbor-
hood of C and glue in a standard ball.
6.2. Blowing down to a minimal space. In this section we show
that every compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1 space is obtained
by a sequence of equivariant symplectic blow-ups from a minimal space.
The minimal space is either CP2, or a Hirzebruch surface, or a space
with two fixed surfaces and no interior fixed points, which we later
identify as a ruled manifold.
Theorem 6.1. Every compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space
with two fixed surfaces can be obtained from a space with no interior
fixed points by a sequence of equivariant symplectic blow-ups at fixed
points that are not minima for the moment map.
Proof. It is enough to show that any non-trivial chain of gradient
spheres contains a gradient sphere with self intersection −1, which
is not the bottom sphere; such a sphere can be blown down, and the
theorem will follow by induction on the number of interior fixed points.
Consider a non-trivial chain of gradient spheres. Denote their isotropy
weights, from the bottom up, by k1, . . . , kl. If all the ki’s are equal to
1, the top sphere has self intersection −1 (by Lemma 5.4 with m = 0,
n = −1, and k = 1), and we are done.
If not all the ki’s are equal to 1, let kj be the largest weight in the
chain. Then kj > 1. Since k1 = kl = 1, the j’th sphere is not the first
nor last in its chain. Since kj is maximal,
kj ≥ kj−1 and kj ≥ kj+1. (6.5)
Since any two consecutive weights in the chain are relatively prime
(Lemma 5.2), the inequalities in (6.5) must be strict; adding them up
and dividing by kj , we get
kj−1 + kj+1
kj
< 2. (6.6)
The left term in (6.6), being a positive integer (Lemma 5.2) and less
than 2, must be equal to 1. The self intersection of the jth sphere is
the negative of this integer (Lemma 5.2), so it is equal to −1.
Next, we deal with spaces with one fixed surface.
Theorem 6.2. Any compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space
with one fixed surface can be obtained from a Ka¨hler toric variety by a
sequence of equivariant symplectic blow-ups.
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Figure 20. A Hamiltonian S1-space with one fixed surface
mm n
Figure 21. These spaces cannot be blown down along
a gradient sphere
Proof. Let us assume that the fixed surface is the minimal set of the
moment map; a maximum can be treated similarly. Fix a compatible
metric. Figure 20 then shows the arrangement of gradient spheres and
their isotropy weights. In a chain of gradient spheres, if all isotropy
weights are equal to one, we can blow down the bottom sphere. Other-
wise, if some isotropy weight is greater than both its neighbors, then,
arguing as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we can blow down that gradient
sphere. Therefore, by a sequence of equivariant symplectic blow-downs,
we can arrive at a space in which the isotropy weights along each chain
of gradient spheres are strictly increasing. This graph must have one
of the three forms in Figure 21; in particular, it can have at most two
non-trivial chains of gradient spheres. By Proposition 5.15, the space
is a toric variety.
Equivariant symplectic blowing up and down, with the exclusion of
Proposition 6.1, can be performed on symplectic manifolds of arbitrary
dimension with symplectic actions of arbitrary compact Lie groups.
Blowing up a four dimensional symplectic toric variety corresponds to
“chopping off a corner” of the Delzant polygon (Figure 14); blowing
down corresponds to “filling in” a corner (Figure 23).
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Figure 22. Two blow-ups, for Example 6.7
Figure 23. Blowing down a toric variety
Example 6.7 (Blow ups at different minimal points). If we blow up a
compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space at different minimal
points for the moment map, we get isomorphic spaces; the graphs all
change in the same way (Figure 16). This is no longer true if we
keep track of more structure, for instance, a toric action, or a complex
structure:
On the left of Figure 22 we see S2 × S2 blown up at a point as a
toric variety (a square with a corner chopped off) and as a Hamilton-
ian S1-space (a graph). On the right we see two non-isomorphic toric
varieties, obtained from it by blowing up at two different points on
the bottom surface. They remain non-isomorphic even if we just keep
track of the complex structure and the circle action, and not the torus
action, because their S1-invariant complex curves are arranged differ-
ently. However, as Hamiltonian S1-spaces they are isomorphic; their
graph is drawn further on the right. Note that the Ka¨hler metric on
the first of the two toric varieties on the right is not generic in the sense
of Corollary 3.8.
A four dimensional symplectic toric variety can be blown down along
a two-sphere corresponding to any edge whose inward (or outward)
primitive normal vector is the sum of the inward primitive normal vec-
tors of the neighboring edges. (In Figure 23, these normal edges are
(1, 1) = (0, 1)+(1, 0); every other blow down is obtained by transform-
ing this picture by an element of SL(2,Z).) In particular, in order to
tell whether we can blow down, we don’t need to know the Delzant
polygon; we only need to know its primitive inward normal vectors.
These form a complete and smooth fan. Blowing down amounts to
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(0,1)
(−1,−1)
(1,0)
(0,1)
(0,−1)
(1,0)
(−1,n)
Figure 24. Minimal fans
removing a vector that was equal to the sum of its neighbors. A se-
quence of exercises in [Ful, §2.5] shows that if a fan cannot be blown
down, it must be one of the two fans in Figure 24, or their image by an
element of SL(2,Z). The spaces corresponding to these fans are CP2
and Hirzebruch surfaces. This proves:
Lemma 6.8. Every compact four dimensional symplectic toric variety
with one or no fixed surfaces can be obtained from either CP2 or a
Hirzebruch surface by a sequence of equivariant symplectic blow-ups.
Remark 6.9. If we just consider the underlying topological spaces, this
theorem was also proved in [YF].
Theorem 6.3. Every compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1 space
can be obtained by a sequence of S1-equivariant symplectic blow-ups
from
1. a space with two fixed surfaces and no interior fixed points, or
2. CP2 or a Hirzebruch surface, with a symplectic form and a circle
action that come from a Ka¨hler form and a toric action, and in
which the Ka¨hler metric is generic in the sense of Corollary 3.8.
Proof. For a space with two fixed surfaces, this was proved in Theorem
6.1. If the space has one or no fixed surfaces, by Theorems 5.1 and 6.2 it
is obtained from a Ka¨hler toric variety by a (possibly empty) sequence
of equivariant symplectic blow-ups. This toric variety, constructed in
the proof of Theorems 5.1 or 6.2, has a generic Ka¨hler metrics in the
sense of Corollary 3.8. By Lemma 6.8, this Ka¨hler toric variety is itself
obtained by a sequence of equivariant symplectic blow-ups from CP2
or from a Hirzebruch surface, again with a generic metric.
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Figure 25. Different blow-ups can yield the same space
Remark 6.10. Theorem 6.3 is a refinement of results of Ahara, Hattori,
and Audin.
Example 6.11 (Different blow-ups lead to isomorphic toric varieties). Figure
25 shows the polygons of three toric varieties. The two on the right are
ruled manifolds that are non-isomorphic as S1-spaces. Both of them,
when blown up once, yield the same space, on the left. (One can obtain
the polygon on the left from either one of the polygons on the right by
chopping the corner at the marked vertex.)
6.3. Minimal spaces. In this section we describe the minimal spaces
which occur in Theorem 6.3. In particular, we will see that they are
all Ka¨hler.
The first minimal spaces are CP2, which we all know and love, with
multiples of the Fubini-Study symplectic form, and with S1-actions
obtained as inclusions S1 →֒ T 2 followed by the toric actions (a, b) :
[w0, w1, w2] 7→ [w0, aw1, bw2]. The corresponding Delzant polygons are
obtained from the one on the left of Figure 26 by applying transfor-
mations in SL(2,Z). The graphs for all these S1 spaces are shown in
Figures 27, 28, and 28 turned up-side-down. (The figures may contain
some additional edges, labeled 1, which correspond to free gradient
spheres, and which do not occur in the graph.) In figure 27, m and
n are relatively prime positive integers, and α and β are positive real
numbers. In Figure 28, α and α + λ are moment map labels, and λ is
the area label.
The next minimal spaces are Hirzebruch surfaces. To each integer n
there corresponds the Hirzebruch surface
{([z0, z1, z2], [w1, w2]) ∈ CP2 × CP1 | z1wn2 = z2wn1},
with the toric action
(a, b) : ([z0, z1, z2], [w1, w2]) 7→ ([az0, z1, bnz2], [w1, bw2]),
with symplectic forms induced by multiples of the Fubini-Study forms
on CP2 and on CP1. The corresponding Delzant polygons are obtained
from those on the right of Figure 26 by applying transformations in
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(0,0) (r,0)
(0,r)
(0,s)
(r,0)
(r+ns,s)
(0,0)
Figure 26. Delzant polygons of CP2 and of a Hirze-
bruch surface
m
n
m+ nα
α+mβ
α−nβ
Figure 27. Graph for CP2, isolated fixed points.
SL(2,Z). The graphs for the corresponding S1-spaces are those shown
in Figure 29 and those obtained by turning them up-side-down. In the
third of these graphs, α is a moment map label, s an area label, and g
a genus label. (Again, Figure 29 may contain edges labeled 1, which do
not occur in the graph, and which correspond to free gradient spheres
in the space.)
Remark 6.12. Of the Hirzebruch surfaces with S1 actions, the only ones
whose Ka¨hler metrics are not generic (in the sense of Corollary 3.8) are
those in the middle of Figure 29, when c = 1. However, each of these, as
a Hamiltonian S1-space is isomorphic to another toric varieties, whose
Ka¨hler metrics is generic. Indeed, take one such a graph. Assume
that d < n − d; otherwise, turn the graph up-side-down. Then, after
erasing the edges labeled 1, we get the same graph as we do from the
one on the left with c = 1, with d as before, and with n replaced by
n−2d. This corresponds to a space whose Ka¨hler metric is generic. By
the Uniqueness Theorem 4.1, these Ka¨hler manifolds are isomorphic as
Hamiltonian S1-spaces.
The remaining minimal S1-spaces each have two fixed surfaces and
no interior fixed points. These will turn out to be ruled manifolds,
which are symplectic 4-manifolds that are fibered over a closed surface,
the fibers being two-spheres. Ruled manifolds play an important role in
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α+λ
α
λ , g=0
Figure 28. Graphs for CP2, with a fixed surface.
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α+rc
α
α+sd
α+sd+
rc−ns
α+r+ns
α+r
α
s , g=0
n
Figure 29. Graphs for Hirzebruch surfaces
McDuff’s work [MD3]. In the context of Hamiltonian S1-spaces, they
come equipped with fiberwise circle actions:
Definition 6.13. A ruled manifold is an S2-bundle over a closed sur-
face, with a circle action that fixes the base and rotates each fiber, and
with an invariant symplectic form and a moment map.
Remark 6.14. Definition 6.13 is the one that we use in the context of
Hamiltonian S1-spaces. We would like to stress that in other contexts
(complex surfaces, non-equivariant symplectic topology), the defini-
tions are slightly different.
The north and south pole of each fiber fit together into two fixed
surfaces, which are both diffeomorphic to the base surface; at all other
points, the action is free.
Lemma 6.15. Any compact four dimensional Hamiltonian S1 space
with two fixed surfaces and no interior fixed points is a ruled manifold.
Moreover, it admits a compatible Ka¨hler structure, and its metric is
generic in the sense of Corollary 3.8.
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α+s r+ns
α
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Figure 30. Two fixed surfaces and no interior fixed points
Proof. Genericity of the metric follows trivially from the absence of
interior fixed points.
By the Uniqueness Theorem 4.1, the space is determined by the
labels of its graph: the genus of the base space, the values of the
moment map on the two fixed surfaces, and the normalized symplectic
areas of these surfaces. We denote these numbers by g, ymin, ymax, amin,
and amax, respectively. These satisfy the following conditions:
1. g is a non-negative integer;
2. amin and amax are positive real numbers;
3. ymin and ymax are real numbers, and ymax is greater than ymin;
4. the number emin = −(amax − amin)/(ymax − ymin) is an integer.
Conditions 1–3 are clear. Condition 4 follows, e.g., from the Guillemin-
Lerman-Sternberg formula (2.13), by which amax = amin − emin(ymax −
ymin), where emin is the self intersection of the minimal surface of the
moment map. The corresponding graphs are shown in Figure 30, in
which a and a+ s are moment map labels, r and r+ s are area labels,
and g is the genus. (If the first graph corresponds to a space, then amin,
amax, emin, ymin, and ymax are, respectively, r, r + s, −n, α, and α+ s.
Similarly, if the second graph corresponds to a space, then amin, amax,
emin, ymin, and ymax are, respectively, r + ns, r, n, α, and α + s.)
To prove the Lemma, we will show that all the graphs of Figure 30
come from Ka¨hler ruled manifolds.
Fix a non-negative integer n, positive real numbers r and s, and
a non-negative integer g. We realize a real surface of genus g as
an algebraic curve in CP2 that does not contain the point [1, 0, 0]:
We can take the zero set of a homogeneous polynomial P , where
P (w0, w1, w2) = w0 if the genus is zero, and if the genus g is posi-
tive, we can take P (w0, w1, w2) = w
2g−2
0 w
2
1 −
∏2g
j=1(w2 − ηjw1), where
η1, . . . , η2g are distinct nonzero complex numbers. Then take the man-
ifold
M = {([z0, z1, z2], [w0, w1, w2]) ∈ CP2 ×CP2 |
P (w0, w1, w2) = 0 and z1w
n
2 = z2w
n
1}.
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with the symplectic form ω = π∗1(rωFS)+π
∗
2(sωFS), where π1 and π2 are
the projections to the first and second CP2’s, ωFS is the Fubini Study
form on CP2, normalized so that 1
2pi
∫
CP1
ωFS = 1 for CP
1 ⊂ CP2, and r
is determined by 1
2pi
∫
P=0
rωFS = r. Consider the two S
1 actions on M ,
given by ([λz0, z1, z2], [w0, w1, w2]) and by ([z0, λz1, λz2], [w0, w1, w2]).
Clearly, M is Ka¨hler manifold and the actions are holomorphic. It is
not hard to see that the corresponding graphs are given by Figure 30,
with the same parameters n, r, s, and g as those in the construction
of M . Finally, the projection ([z0, z1, z2], [w0, w1, w2]) 7→ [w0, w1, w2]
exhibits M as a CP1 bundle over a surface of genus g with a fiberwise
circle action, so M is a ruled manifold.
7. Completing the classification; our spaces are Ka¨hler.
To complete our classification, it remains to specify which sizes of
equivariant symplectic blow-ups can be performed on a compact four
dimensional Hamiltonian S1-space.
The effect of the such a blow-up on the graph of the space was shown
in Figures 15–18, where λ was the size of the blow-up. These figures
define a blow-up operation on graphs. If λ is large, the resulting graph
will fail to correspond to a space for obvious reasons: the moment map
labels along a chain of edges might no longer be monotone, or a moment
map label at an interior vertex might become larger or smaller than
that on the maximal or minimal vertex, or the area label associated to
a “fat vertex” might become non-positive. We will show that if these
problems with the graph do not occur, the blow-up can actually be
performed on the space.
To make a precise statement, we define a partial ordering on the
vertices of the graph: for any two vertices v, w with moment map labels
Φ(v) and Φ(w), we declare that v < w if and only if Φ(v) < Φ(w) and,
additionally, either Φ(v) or Φ(w) is extremal, or that v and w are
connected by a chain of edges along which Φ is monotone.
If we now perform a λ blow-up on the graph, the vertices of the
blown-up graph aquire a natural partial ordering, which coincides with
the one described above if λ is small. We will always work with this
same partial ordering, even if λ is big.
Definition 7.1. The λ-blown-up graph is monotone if
1. its moment map labels are strictly monotone with respect to the
partial ordering on its vertices, and
2. its area-labels are positive.
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Proposition 7.2. A four dimensional compact Hamiltonian S1-space
admits an equivariant symplectic blow-up of size λ at some fixed point
if and only if the corresponding blown-up graph is monotone.
Example 7.3. The graph on the right of Figure 29 corresponds to a
symplectic Hirzebruch surface with an S1 action that has one fixed
surface at the minimum of the moment map, one interior fixed point,
and an isolated maximum for the moment map. Figure 31 shows the
corresponding blown-up graphs.
• If we blow up at a point on the minimal surface, the area of this
surface decreases, and we create a new interior fixed point. There
are two restrictions on the amount, λ, of the blow-up: the area
of the surface must remain positive, and the moment map value
at the new interior fixed point must be smaller than the moment
map value at the maximum. The corresponding restrictions on λ
are λ < s and λ < r + ns. Since min(s, r + ns) = s, we can blow
up at the minimal surface by any amount λ < s.
• If we blow up at the interior fixed point, it gets replaced by two
new interior fixed points. Their moment map values must remain
strictly between the moment map values at the minimum and at
the maximum. This gives the restrictions λ < r and λ < s.
• If we blow up at the maximum, it gets replaced by two fixed
points. One of them becomes the new maximum. Its moment
map value must stay larger than the moment map values at the
old interior fixed point; this gives the restriction λ < ns. This new
maximum is connected by an edge to a new interior fixed point,
which is further connected by an edge to the old interior fixed
point. In order to respect the partial ordering, the moment map
value at the new interior fixed point must also be larger than the
moment map value at the old interior fixed point. This imposes
the restriction λ < s. Since min(ns, s) = s, we can blow up at the
maximum by any amount λ < s.
Example 7.4 (A space with one fixed surface is not necessarily toric).
In Example (6.2), the blow-up can be made of size exactly 1, by Propo-
sition 7.2, The resulting space would have three fixed points on the same
level set moment for the moment map, and so it would have three non-
trivial chains of gradient spheres for any choice of compatible metric.
Moreover, it would not admit any second circle action that commutes
with the first. Hence a space with one fixed surface is not necessarily
toric.
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Figure 31. Blow-ups of a Hirzebruch surface for Ex-
ample 7.3
At the same time that we will prove Proposition 7.2, we will show
that our spaces are Ka¨hler:
Theorem 7.1. Every compact Hamiltonian S1 space is Ka¨hler, i.e.,
admits a complex structure such that the action is holomorphic and the
symplectic form is Ka¨hler. Moreover, this can be done in such a way
that the associated Riemann metric is generic in the sense of Corollary
3.8.
Theorem 6.3 enables us to prove Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.2 by
induction on the number of blowups: we already saw, in §6.3, that each
minimal space admits a Ka¨hler structure with a generic metric. We will
show, for a space that is Ka¨hler and whose metric is generic, that if its
λ-blown-up graph is monotone, there exists an invariant Ka¨hler form
on the equivariant complex blow-up that gives rise to this blown-up
graph and whose metric is generic.
It follows that the original space admits a λ-blow-up, because, by
the Uniqueness Theorem 4.1, the original space is isomorphic to the
λ-blow-down of the new space, since their graphs are the same.
We will need to understand the arrangement of the invariant complex
curves inside a complex surface with a holomorphic S1 action. This will
be similar to the arrangement of the gradient spheres in a Hamiltonian
S1-space. Here we can’t speak of the gradient flow of the moment
map (we don’t yet have a moment map nor a metric), but instead we
have the flow generated by −JξM , where ξM generates the circle action
and J : TM −→ TM is the complex structure; in the presence of an
invariant Ka¨hler form and a moment map, this flow is the same as the
gradient flow for the moment map.
Definition 7.5. Let M be a complex surface with a holomorphic S1
action. A fixed point in M is called maximal if its isotropy weights
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are non-positive, minimal if its isotropy weights are non-negative, and
interior if one of its isotropy weights is positive and the other is nega-
tive. Let C be a connected invariant complex curve in M . If C is not
fixed by the action, then either the action on C is free and C is a torus,
or the action on C contains two fixed points and C is a two-sphere.
In the latter case, C is called a gradient complex curve, and the two
fixed points on it are called its north and south poles. We distinguish
them in the following way: if ξM is the vector field that generates the
circle action, the trajectories of the vector field −JξM in C approach
the north pole as time goes to infinity and approach the south pole as
time approaches negative infinity. A chain of gradient complex curves
is a sequence of such curves C1, . . . , Cl in which the north pole of Ci
is the south pole of Ci+1 for i = 1, . . . , l − 1, the south pole of C1 is
minimal, and the north pole of Cl is maximal.
Proposition 7.6. Let M be a complex surface with a holomorphic S1
action, obtained from CP2, a Hirzebruch surface, or a ruled surface by
a sequence of equivariant complex blow-ups at fixed points. The set of
maximal points consists of either one point or one connected complex
curve that is fixed by the action. The same holds for the set of minimal
points. Every point in M that is not an isolated extremum belongs to
exactly one chain of gradient complex curves.
Proof. This is easily seen by induction on the number of equivariant
blowups.
Our next goal is to identify the Ka¨hler cone of such a complex surface:
Proposition 7.7. Let M be a complex surface with a holomorphic S1
action, obtained from CP2, a Hirzebruch surface, or a ruled surface by
a sequence of equivariant complex blowups at fixed points. Let Ω be
a cohomology class on M that is positive on every invariant complex
curve. Then Ω contains a Ka¨hler form.
We prove Proposition 7.7 in Appendix C.
To proceed with the proof of Proposition 7.2, we construct a coho-
mology class out of the blown-up graph:
Lemma 7.8. Let (M,ω,Φ) be a four dimensional compact Hamilton-
ian S1-space, with a compatible Ka¨hler metric, that is generic in the
sense of Corollary 3.8. Take a λ-blow-up of its graph at some vertex.
Let p ∈ M be a fixed point that corresponds to that vertex. If p lies
on a fixed surface, choose it to not be the end-point of any non-trivial
chain of gradient complex curves. Let π : M˜ −→ M be the equivariant
complex blow-up at p. Let E˜p = π
−1(p) be the exceptional divisor, let
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Ξp be its Poincare´ dual in H
2(M˜), and let Ω be the cohomology class
of ω. Let
Ω˜ = π∗Ω− λΞp.
Then
1. The labels of the λ-blown-up graph correspond to the cohomology
class Ω˜ in the following way:
(a) For any fixed surface C˜ in M˜ , the corresponding area label is
equal to 1
2pi
Ω˜(C˜).
(b) For any invariant two-form ω˜ in the class Ω˜ for which the
action is Hamiltonian, there exists a moment map Φ˜ whose
values at the fixed points are equal to the corresponding mo-
ment map labels of the λ-blown-up graph.
2. Ω˜ is positive on invariant complex curves if and only if the λ-
blown-up graph is monotone.
Proof. Let us first show how Part 2 follows from Part 1. An invariant
complex curve is either a gradient complex curve or a fixed complex
curve. The second condition of monotonicity is equivalent, by part
1(a), to the positivity of Ω˜ on any fixed complex curve. For a gradi-
ent complex curve C with north pole p and south pole q and with a
stabilizer of order k, ∫
C
ω˜ =
1
k
(Φ(p)− Φ(q)), (7.9)
by the proof of Lemma 2.5. By part 1(b), the first condition for mono-
tonicity is equivalent to the right hand side of (7.9) being positive for
every such C, hence it is equivalent to Ω˜ being positive on all gradient
complex curves.
Part 1 follows from the fact that for any complex curve C˜ in M˜ ,
1
2π
Ω˜(C˜) =
1
2π
Ω(C)− λC˜ · E˜p (7.10)
where C = π(C˜) is either a curve or a point.
Let us prove 1(a). Suppose that C˜ is fixed. If C˜ does not meet E˜p,
its area label is the same as the corresponding area label in the graph
before the blow-up. This label is Ω(C), which is equal to Ω˜(C˜) by
(7.10) with C˜ · E˜p = 0. If C˜ = E˜p, then by Figure 18, its area label
is λ, which is equal to Ω˜(C˜) by (7.10) with Ω(C) = Ω(point) = 0 and
C˜ · E˜p = E˜p · E˜p = −1. If C˜ meets E˜p but is not equal to it, then the
point p at which we blew up is either the north or south pole of C. By
figure (16) with v = Ω(C), the area label of C˜ is then Ω(C)−λ, which
is equal to Ω˜(C˜) by (7.10) with C˜ · E˜p = 1.
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To prove 1(b), by (7.9) it is enough to show that for any complex
gradient sphere C˜ with a stabilizer of order k, the difference the differ-
ence between the moment map labels corresponding to the north and
south poles of C˜ is equal to kΩ˜(C˜). If C˜ does not meet E˜p, this differ-
ence is Φ(p) − Φ(q) = tPhi(p) − Φ˜(q) = kΩ(C) = kΩ˜(C˜). If C˜ = E˜p,
by Figure (15) with k = m+ n, this difference is kλ, which is equal to
kΩ˜(C˜) by (7.10) with Ω(C) = Ω(point) = 0 and C˜ ·E˜p = E˜p ·E˜p = 1. If
C˜ meets E˜p but is not equal to it, by Figure 15, when we blow up, the
moment map at one pole o fC˜ moves closer to the other by an amount
of kλ (with k = m or k = n). Since the old difference was kΩ(C), the
new difference is kΩ(C˜) by (7.10) with C˜ · E˜p = 1.
Proof of Proposition 7.2 and of Theorem 7.1. We already proved The-
orem 7.1 for a minimal space. Let us suppose that Theorem 7.1 holds
for a space, and suppose that a λ-blow-up of the corresponding graph
is monotone. (See Definition 7.1.)
Let Ω˜ be the cohomology class constructed in Lemma 7.8 on the
corresponding complex blow-up. By part 2 of Lemma 7.8, Ω˜ is positive
on invariant complex curves. By Proposition 7.7, Ω˜ contains a Ka¨hler
form. By averaging with respect to the holomorphic circle action, we
get an invariant Ka¨hler form, ω˜, in the class Ω˜. By Lemma C.2, the
S1-action on (M˜, ω˜) is Hamiltonian. By Part 1 of Lemma 7.8, we
can choose a moment map Φ˜ such that the graph of the Hamiltonian
S1-space (M˜, ω˜, Φ˜) is the λ-blown-up graph of (M,ω,Φ).
The λ-blow-down of this space exists, and has the same graph as
that of (M,ω,Φ). By the Uniqueness Theorem 4.1, the λ-blow-down of
(M˜, ω˜, Φ˜) is isomorphic to (M,ω,Φ); hence, the λ-blow-up of (M,ω,Φ)
exists and is isomorphic to (M˜, ω˜, Φ˜); in particular, it is Ka¨hler.
This proves Proposition 7.2 for (M,ω,Φ) and Theorem 7.1 for any
blow-up (M˜, ω˜, Φ˜) of (M,ω,Φ). Applying Theorem 6.3, we finish by
induction on the number of blow-ups.
7.1. Algorithm. Theorem 6.3 and Proposition 7.2 provide algorithms
for constructing all the graphs of compact, four dimensional Hamilton-
ian S1-spaces: start with one of the graphs of Figures 27–30, possibly
turned up-side-down, and perform a sequence of λ-blow-ups, as de-
scribed in Figures 15–18, possibly turned up-side-down. At each stage,
the size λ of the blowup must be small enough so that the graph re-
mains monotone (see Definition 7.1), i.e., the moment map labels must
increase along each branch, they must be maximal and minimal at the
top and bottom vertices, and the area labels must remain positive.
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If the extremal sets for the moment map are both surfaces, there
exists an alternative algorithm, in which we can choose the real labels
all at once, at the end:
(i) Start with two “fat” vertices, corresponding to the minimum and
maximum of Φ, with arbitrary equal genus labels.
(ii) Perform a sequence of blow-ups as in Figures 15, 16, and 16 turned
up-side-down, while only keeping track of integer labels.
(iii) Assign moment map labels ymin < ymax to the two fat vertices.
To all other vertices, assign moment map labels that are between
ymin and ymax and that are increasing along each branch of edges.
(v) Choose positive real labels amin, amax subject to the condition
amin − amax = b, where b is determined in the following way.
Let mp, np be the isotropy weights at the interior fixed point
p. The sum a :=
∑
p
1
mpnp
is an integer, by Lemma 5.10 (in
which k1 = kl = 1 whenever the minimum and maximum of the
moment map are attained on surfaces). Equation (2.13) imposes
the condition
0 = −(a + emin + emax)y + (amin − amax − b)
for all y > ymax, where a is as above and where b is a certain
function of the integer and real labels and of emin and emax. Choose
any integers emin, emax with emin + emax = −a; this determines b.
Appendix A. Local normal forms
Definition A.1. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold and N ⊆ M
a submanifold. Suppose that the two-form ω has constant rank on
TN . The symplectic normal bundle of N in M is the quotient bun-
dle (TN)ω/(TN ∩ (TN)ω), where (·)ω denotes the symplectic ortho-
complement. This is a symplectic vector bundle over N , i.e., a vector
bundle equipped with a fiberwise symplectic form.
We recall the equivariant constant rank embedding theorem (see
[M]).
Theorem A.1. Let (M1, ω1) and (M2, ω2) be symplectic manifolds with
actions of a compact Lie group G. Suppose that we have G-equivariant
embeddings of a manifold N in M1 and in M2, such that the pullbacks
of ω1 and ω2 to N are equal and have constant rank, and such that
the symplectic normal bundles of N in M1 and in M2 are isomorphic
as G-equivariant symplectic vector bundles. Then the map identifying
the image of N in M1 with the image in M2 extends to an equivariant
symplectomorphism between neighborhoods of these images.
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It is extremely useful to know that symplectic vector bundles are
the same as complex vector bundles, up to isomorphism. We recall
the proof of this well known fact, because we did not find a careful
reference that also kept track of a group action.
Definition A.2. Let E −→ M be a G-equivariant symplectic vector
bundle. A compatible complex structure on E is a G-equivariant auto-
morphism J : E −→ E with J2 = −id such that the equation
〈u, v〉 = ω(u, Jv) (A.3)
defines an inner product (symmetric positive definite bilinear form) on
each fiber. This inner product is then called a compatible metric.
Lemma A.4. Any G-equivariant symplectic vector bundle, E −→ M ,
admits a compatible complex structure. Moreover, given any compatible
complex structure over a neighborhood of an invariant closed subset
K of M , there exists a compatible complex structure on all of E that
coincides with the given one over some smaller neighborhood of K.
Finally, any two compatible complex structures on E are isomorphic as
G-equivariant complex vector bundles over M .
Proof. (Following [W1, p.8].) Start with any fiberwise metric on E.
Average it to obtain a G-invariant metric, 〈 , 〉. The relation 〈u, v〉 =
ω(u,Av) defines a fiberwise automorphism A of E such that −A2 is
symmetric and positive definite. Let P =
√−A2 and J = AP−1. Then
J is invariant and is compatible with ω.
Given J over a neighborhood of K, extend its corresponding metric
to some metric on M , without changing it on some smaller neighbor-
hood of K. The procedure of the previous paragraph then gives a
compatible metric that coincides with the original metric over a neigh-
borhood of K.
If we have two compatible J ’s, their corresponding metrics can be
connected by a smooth path, for instance, by taking convex combi-
nations. Applying the above construction simultaneously to all the
metrics in this path produces a smooth path of equivariant complex
structures, Jt. Finally, we can construct a G-equivariant isomorphism
from (E, J0) to (E, J1) in the following way:
Consider the G-equivariant bundle over M × [0, 1] whose fiber over
(m, t) consists of the space of complex linear isomorphisms ϕ : (Em, J0) −→
(Em, Jt). The identity map provides a smooth G-equivariant section
of this bundle over the subset M × {0}. This section extends to a
smooth G-equivariant section of the whole bundle. (For instance, lift
the vector field − ∂
∂t
to the bundle, average to produce a lifting that is
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G-equivariant, and take the trajectories of this vector field that start
at the section over {0} ×M .) Over M × {1}, this section provides an
equivariant isomorphism from (E, J0) to (E, J1).
The converse is also true:
Lemma A.5. Every G-equivariant complex vector bundle over M ad-
mits a G-equivariant compatible (fiberwise) symplectic structure, and
this structure is unique up to isomorphism of G-equivariant symplectic
vector bundles.
Proof. From any metric on the fibers of E we can obtain a compatible
metric, and hence a compatible symplectic structure, by averaging with
respect to J and G.
Given two compatible symplectic structures, ω0 and ω1, the convex
combinations of their corresponding metrics form a smooth path of
compatible metrics, hence of compatible symplectic structures, ωt. This
defines a G-equivariant bundle over M × [0, 1], whose fiber over (m, t)
consists of the space of symplectic linear transformations from (E0, ωt)
to (Em, ωt). The natural section over t = 0 extends to a global section,
whose restriction to t = 1 gives the required isomorphism between
(E, ω0) and (E, ω1).
Putting together Lemma A.4 and Lemma A.5, we get
Corollary A.6. Every equivariant symplectic vector bundle admits a
compatible equivariant complex structure, unique up to isomorphism.
Two equivariant symplectic vector bundles are isomorphic if and only
if they are isomorphic as equivariant complex vector bundles.
Now that we understand that equivariant symplectic vector bundles
are the same as equivariant complex vector bundles, we turn to corol-
laries of Theorem A.1. We fix a compact four dimensional symplectic
manifold (M,ω) with a Hamiltonian circle action. We first describe
the neighborhood of one fixed point:
Corollary A.7. Let p ∈ M be a fixed point. Then there exist complex
coordinates z, w on a neighborhood of p in M , and unique integers m
and n, such that
(i) the circle action is λ · (z, w) = (λmz, λnw),
(ii) the symplectic form is ω = i
2
(dz ∧ dz + dw ∧ dw),
(iii) the moment map is Φ(z, w) = Φ(p) + m
2
|z|2 + n
2
|w|2. (A.8)
The integers m,n are called the isotropy weights at p. They are rel-
atively prime, because if a compact Lie group acts effectively on a
connected manifold, it acts effectively on any invariant open subset.
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By (A.8), every connected component of the fixed point set is either
an isolated fixed point or is a symplectic surface, and if it is a surface, it
must be a local maximum or minimum for Φ. By a theorem of Atiyah,
Guillemin and Sternberg [GS1, A], a local extremum is also a global
extremum and is attained on a connected set. (See [GS1, lemma 5.1].)
These properties were summarized in Lemma 2.1.
We now describe the neighborhood of a whole fixed surface:
Corollary A.9. Let B ⊂ M be a two dimensional component of the
fixed point set. Then the neighborhood of B in M is determined up
to equivariant symplectomorphism by the genus and total area of the
symplectic surface (B, ω), its self intersection in M , and whether it is
a minimum or maximum for the moment map.
We also need to work with finite stabilizers. Denote by Zk the cyclic
subgroup of S1 of order k.
Corollary A.10. Let p ∈ M be a point whose stabilizer is Zk for some
k ≥ 2. Then there exists an integer l, relatively prime to k, and an
interval I around 0, and a diskD2 in C, such that a neighborhood of S1·
p in M is S1-equivariantly symplectomorphic to the model S1×Zk (I×
D2), in which [eiθν, h, z] = [eiθ, h, νlz] for every ν ∈ Zk and (eiθ, h, z) ∈
S1 × I × D2, with the symplectic form dh ∧ dθ + i
2
dz ∧ dz, and with
the left S1-action.
Corollaries A.7 and A.10 imply that each connected component of the
closure of the set of points with stabilizer Zk is a closed symplectic sur-
face with a Hamiltonian action of the quotient circle S1/Zk. Delzant’s
classification [De] implies that such a surface is equivariantly symplec-
tomorphic to the sphere {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 | x21 + x22 + x23 = 1}, with
a constant multiple of its standard area form, with the circle action
that becomes λ · (z, x3) = (λkz, x3) when we identify R3 with C × R
by setting z = x1 + ix2, and with the moment map being a constant
plus a multiple of the height function (x1, x2, x3) 7→ x3. We call such a
sphere a Zk-sphere. These facts were summarized in Lemma 2.2.
Remark A.11. If C ⊂M is a Zk-sphere, its stabilizer group Zk acts on
the fibers of the normal bundle to C by
ν : z 7→ νlz , ν ∈ Zk,
where l is the same integer that occurs in Corollary A.10. This integer
is determined by the isotropy weights at the poles of C: if the isotropy
weights at the north pole are m and −k and those at the south pole
are k and −n, then both m and −n are congruent to l modulo k.
The neighborhood of a Zk-sphere is determined by the following
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Corollary A.12. Let C ⊂ M be an invariant symplectic sphere that is
not fixed by the circle action. Then its neighborhood is determined,
up to an equivariant symplectomorphism, by its total area, its self
intersection, its stabilizer, and the weights of the circle action on the
fibers over the north and south poles.
The following normal form will be applied in section 3 when C is a
free gradient sphere:
Corollary A.13. Consider a free orbit in M , and let C ⊂M be a two-
dimensional, symplectic, S1-invariant submanifold of M , containing
this orbit. By Theorem A.1, a neighborhood of the orbit inside C is
equivariantly symplectomorphic to S1× I, where I is an open interval,
S1 acts on the left factor, and the symplectic structure is dh ∧ dθ,
where θ mod 2π is a coordinate on S1 and h is a coordinate on I.
Applying Theorem A.1 again, a neighborhood of the orbit in M is
equivariantly symplectomorphic to S1 × I × D2, with the symplectic
form dh∧ dθ+ dx∧ dy, where x and y are coordinates on the disc D2,
and C intersects this neighborhood in x = y = 0.
We complete this section with a local model that follows from the
slice theorem for compact group actions, not from Theorem A.1. We
fix a compatible metric on M ; the gradient flow for the moment map
then combines with the S1-action into an action of S1 × R ∼= C×. We
provide a model for a neighborhood of a C×-orbit that keeps track of
the gradient flow, the circle action, and the moment map, and ignores
the symplectic form:
Lemma A.14. Let C be a two-dimensional C×-orbit in M . Its mo-
ment image is an open interval; denote it I = Φ(C).
1. Suppose that the stabilizer of C is trivial. Consider the model
S1 × I ×D2, (A.15)
with S1 acting on the left factor. Then an invariant neighborhood
of C in M is equivariantly diffeomorphic to this model, in such a
way that the moment map is the projection to I and the gradient
flow only effects the I coordinate.
2. Suppose that the stabilizer of C is Zk, with ν ∈ Zk acting on
the normal bundle by multiplication by νl, as in Remark A.11.
Consider the model
S1 ×Zk (I ×D2), (A.16)
in which [eiθν, h, z] = [eiθ, h, νlz] for all ν ∈ Zk. Then an invari-
ant neighborhood of C in M is equivariantly diffeomorphic to this
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model, in such a way that the moment map is h and the gradient
flow only effects h.
Proof. Part 2 would follow from part 1 by passing to a k-fold covering
and working Zk-equivariantly. To prove part 1, fix an orbit in C. A
neighborhood of this orbit inside its level set is S1-equivariantly diffeo-
morphic to S1 × D2. If we choose this neighborhood small enough so
that it does not meet any other non-trivial gradient sphere, the inclu-
sion map of S1×D2 into M extends uniquely to a map from the model
(A.15) to M that satisfies our requirements.
Appendix B. Diffeomorphisms of the two-sphere
Smale proved [S] that the topological space of orientation preserving
diffeomorphisms of S2 deformation retracts onto the subspace SO(3)
of rigid rotations. In §4 we needed a variant of Smale’s theorem: we
needed to show that if Σ is a two dimensional orbifold, homeomorphic
to S2, and with at most two singular points, and if k : Σ −→ Σ is a
diffeomorphism, then there exists a diffeotopy kt : Σ −→ Σ with k1 = k
and k0 =identity. Ahara and Hattori [AH, §10] sketched how to reduce
this to the following Lemma, on diffeomorphisms of the two-sphere:
Lemma B.1. Let k : S2 −→ S2 be diffeomorphism.
1. Suppose that k fixes a neighborhood of the north pole. Then there
exists a diffeotopy kt : S
2 −→ S2, with k0 = k and k1 = identity,
such that each kt fixes a neighborhood of the north pole.
2. Suppose that k acts by a rotation on a neighborhood of the north
pole and on a neighborhood of the south pole. Then there exists
a diffeotopy kt : S
2 −→ S2, with k0 = k and k1 = identity, such
that each kt acts by a rotation on a neighborhood of each pole.
Smale’s proof actually provides a continuous family kt of diffeomor-
phisms that satisfy 1; however, his proof does not guarantee a smooth
dependence on the parameter t, which is what we mean by diffeotopy.
As for Part 2 above, in spite of what Ahara and Hattori seem to imply,
this result cannot be strengthened to allow to fix neighborhoods of the
two points, and we don’t see how to deduce this result from Smale’s
proof, even if we don’t demand smoothness in t. Despite these reser-
vations, we are confident, just like Ahara and Hattori were, that both
parts of Lemma B.1 are well known, although we didn’t find them in
the literature.
Parts 1 and 2 easily follow from the following variants:
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Lemma B.2. 1’. Let S be the space of diffeomorphisms of a square
that fix a neighborhood of the boundary. Then each k ∈ S can be
connected to the identity by a diffeotopy kt in S.
2’. Let S ′ be the space of diffeomorphisms of the cylinder S1 × I that
act by a rotation on the neighborhood of each component of the
boundary. Then each k ∈ S ′ can be connected to the identity by a
diffeotopy kt in S
′.
It is easy to modify Smale’s argument to obtain a diffeotopy kt, as
required in part 1’. 4 We now sketch a proof of part 2’, following
Smale’s ideas.
Sketch of proof of part 2’. Consider the cylinder S1 × I, with coordi-
nates θ mod 2π and h ∈ [0, 1]. Let k ∈ S ′ be a diffeomorphism of the
cylinder which is a rotation near each boundary component, i.e., which
satisfies k(θ, h) = (θ + a, h) for h near 0 and k(θ, h) = (θ + b, h) for h
near 1, for some constants a and b. Then k∗
∂
∂h
= ∂
∂h
near the bottom
and near the top of the cylinder.
We trivialize the tangent bundle of the cylinder using the global
frame ( ∂
∂h
, ∂
∂θ
). The vector field k∗
∂
∂h
then becomes a function from
S1 × I to R2 r {0} which is constant on neighborhoods of the bottom
and of the top of the cylinder. It follows that this function is homotopi-
cally trivial; specifically, there exists a smooth one parameter family
of vector fields, ξt, with ξ0 = k∗
∂
∂h
and ξ1 =
∂
∂h
, such that ξt =
∂
∂h
on neighborhoods of the bottom and of the top of the cylinder, for all
t. For each t, the trajectories of ξt that ascend from the bottom of
the cylinder fill the entire cylinder. We can reparametrize the ξt’s so
that all these trajectories have length 1, for each t. Define k′t to be
the diffeomorphism for which (k′t)∗
∂
∂h
= ξt. This defines a diffeotopy
between k and the identity which is a rotation near the bottom of the
cylinder for all t. Near the top of the cylinder, each kt is given by a
diffeomorphism of S1 times the identity map on I; unfortunately, this
diffeomorphism might not be a rotation.
We easily fix this by noting that any family of diffeomorphisms of S1
is diffeotopic to a family of rotations. Indeed, after composing with a
family of rotations we get a family of diffeomorphisms of S1 that lifts to
a family of periodic diffeomorphisms g : R −→ R which satisfy g(0) =
0. We can diffeotope these to the identity via gt(θ) = (1− s)g(θ) + sθ,
where s = s(t) is zero for t near 0 and is one for t near 1.
4Moreover, it is easy to do this for a whole family of k’s, parametrized by a finite
dimensional manifold. We don’t see how to do this simultaneously for the whole
space of diffeomorphisms, but we don’t need such a strong result.
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Appendix C. Computing a Ka¨hler cone
In this appendix we prove Proposition 7.7:
Proposition 7.7. Let M be a complex surface with a holomorphic S1
action, obtained from CP2, a Hirzebruch surface, or a ruled surface by
a sequence of equivariant complex blowups at fixed points. Let Ω be
a cohomology class on M that is positive on every invariant complex
curve. Then Ω contains a Ka¨hler form.
We will use Nakai’s criterion:
Lemma C.1 (Nakai’s criterion). A cohomology class Ω on a closed
complex surface contains a Ka¨hler form if and only if it satisfies the
following TWO conditions:
(i) Ω · Ω[M ] > 0
(ii) Ω[C] > 0 for every complex curve C.
Proof. Nakai’s criterion is well known for integral cohomology classes;
see, e.g., [BPV, p. 127]. The criterion for rational classes follows im-
mediately. Now assume that Ω is a real cohomology class that satisfies
conditions (i) and (ii). Then these conditions hold on some neighbor-
hood of Ω in H2(M,R). The class Ω can be expressed as a convex
combination of rational cohomology classes which lie in this neighbor-
hood. Every such class is represented by a Ka¨hler form. Since a convex
combination of Ka¨hler forms is again Ka¨hler (if the complex structure
is fixed), Ω can be represented by a Ka¨hler form.
To verify the first condition in Nakai’s criterion, we will use moment
maps for closed two-forms which are not necessarily symplectic:
Lemma C.2. Let M be complex surface obtained as above, and let Ω
be any cohomology class on M . Then there exists a closed invariant
one-form ω in the class Ω, and for any such ω there exists a moment
map, i.e., a function Φ : M −→ R, such that
dΦ = −ι(ξM )ω (C.3)
where ξM is the vector field that generates the action.
Proof. We can take ω to be the average with respect to the circle action
of any two-form that represents Ω. The one-form on the right hand side
of (C.3) is closed. We need to show that it is exact. It is enough to
show that its integral over any loop in M is zero. By induction on the
number of blowups, one can show that every loop in M is homologous
to a loop in the minimal set of the moment map. But on this set
ξM = 0, so the one form on the right hand side of (C.3) is zero.
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Let us now check condition (i) of Nakai’s criterion.
Lemma C.4. Let M be a complex manifold with a holomorphic circle
action, obtained from CP2, a Hirzebruch surface, or a ruled manifold,
by a sequence of equivariant complex blowups at fixed points. Let Ω be
a cohomology class that is positive on invariant complex curves. Then
Ω · Ω[M ] > 0.
Proof. Let ω be a closed invariant two-form representing Ω, and let Φ
be a corresponding moment map. As in §2.3, let amin and amax denote
1/2π times the integrals of ω over the corresponding fixed curves, and
let ymin, ymax, and yp, denote the values of Φ at the corresponding fixed
points. Since Ω is positive on fixed complex curves, amin and amax are
positive. Since Ω is positive on invariant complex curves that are not
fixed, the value of Φ at the north pole of such a curve is greater than the
value of Φ at the south pole (as in (7.9)). Since every fixed point p sits
in a chain of such curves that starts at the minimal set of Φ and ends at
the maximal set of Φ, we have ymin < yp < ymax for every interior fixed
point p. By the last part of Lemma 2.19, the push-forward of Liouville
measure has a non-negative density function which is nowhere zero.
Hence the total measure, which is equal to 1
2
Ω · Ω[M ], is positive.
It remains to check condition (ii) of Nakai’s criterion:
Lemma C.5. Let M be a complex manifold with a holomorphic circle
action, obtained from CP2, a Hirzebruch surface, or a ruled surface by
a sequence of equivariant complex blowups at fixed points. Let Ω be a
cohomology class that is positive on invariant complex curves. Then Ω
is positive on any complex curve.
It is enough to prove that every complex curve is homologous to a
positive combination of invariant complex curves:
Proposition C.6. Let M be a complex manifold with a circle action,
obtained from CP2, a Hirzebruch surface, or a ruled manifold by a
sequence of equivariant blow ups at fixed points. Then every complex
curve in M is homologous to a positive linear combination of invariant
complex curves.
The invariant complex curves generate the second homology group,
but they are not linearly independent; this makes the proof slightly
tricky.
Proof of Proposition C.6 for a blow-up of a ruled surface. Let M be a
complex surface with an S1 action, obtained from a ruled surface by
a sequence of equivariant complex blow-ups at fixed points. Then M
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Figure 32. Chains of gradient spheres in a space with
two fixed surfaces
contains two connected fixed complex curves, one consisting of minimal
points and the other of maximal points, and all the other invariant
curves in M are arranged in chains of gradient complex curves (see
Definition 7.5).
Denote the fixed complex curves by Bmin and Bmax. Denote the
spheres in a chain by E1, E2, . . . , and denote the orders of their stabiliz-
ers by k1, k2, . . . . We suppress a second index that would denote which
chain we’re in. There are infinitely many gradient complex curves
whose south pole lies on Bmin and whose north pole lies on Bmax; de-
note one of them by F . See Figure 32. These invariant complex curves
generate the homology of M :
Lemma C.7. Let C be a complex curve inM . Then there exist integer
coefficients αmin, αmax, αF , αi, such that
[C] = αmin[Bmin] + αmax[Bmax] + αF [F ] +
∑
chains
∑
i
αi[Ei]
where [·] denotes homology class in H2(M,Z). Moreover, there exist
such coefficients with α1 = 0 in each chain and with αmin = 0.
Proof. IfM is itself a ruled surface, it is easy to check that its homology
is generated by Bmax and F . Otherwise, M can be obtained from a
ruled surface by a sequence of blow ups; moreover, this can be done
in such a way that we never blow up a point at Bmin (see Theorem
6.1). Let M be such a surface, and, arguing inductively, assume that
Bmax, F , and the Ei’s, i ≥ 2, generate the homology group H2(M,Z).
Let M˜ be obtained from M by an equivariant complex blow-up at a
point p that is not on Bmin. A Meyer-Vietoris argument shows that
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the homology group H2(M˜,Z) is generated by the proper transforms
B˜max, F˜ , and E˜i, and by the exceptional divisor, E˜p. Since p was not
minimal, E˜p is not the first in its chain. This proves the Lemma for
M˜ .
It is enough to prove Proposition C.6 for irreducible curves, because
every curve is the sum of irreducible curves. For invariant curves,
the proposition is tautological. Therefore, it is enough to work with
complex curves in M that are Irreducible and are not invariant. Let C
be such a curve. By Lemma C.7, we can write
[C] = αmax[Bmax] + αF [F ] +
∑
chains
∑
i
αi[Ei] (C.8)
with α1 = 0 in each chain. We will show that all the coefficients in this
expression are non-negative.
The intersection number of any two irreducible complex curves that
are not equal to each other is non-negative. Applying this to C and F
(which are different because C is not invariant), we get
C · F ≥ 0. (C.9)
Similarly,
C · Bmin ≥ 0, (C.10)
and
C ·Ei ≥ 0 for all i, in each chain. (C.11)
We will express these intersection numbers in terms of the coefficients
of (C.8).
The intersection number of any two different curves among Bmax, F ,
and the Ei’s is 1 if the curves intersect and 0 otherwise. As for the self
intersections, Lemma 5.4 implies that the first and last spheres in a
chain satisfy E1 ·E1 = −k2 and El ·El = −kl−1, and the others satisfy
Ei · Ei = −ki−1+ki+1ki , where ki is the order of the stabilizer of the ith
sphere in a chain.
Substituting (C.8) in (C.9) gives
αmax ≥ 0.
Substituting (C.8) in (C.10), and using the assumption that α1 = 0 in
each chain, gives
αF ≥ 0.
It remains to show that αi ≥ 0 for all i, in each chain. We will show
αi+1
ki+1
≥ αi
ki
≥ 0 (C.12)
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by induction on i.
Setting i = 1 in (C.11) and substituting (C.8), we get C · E1 =
α2E2 · E1 + α1E1 · E1 = α2 − k2α1 ≥ 0. Since k1 = 1 and α1 = 0, this
gives α2/k2 ≥ α1/k1 ≥ 0. Taking (C.11) with Ei that is neither the
first nor last in its chain, and substituting (C.8), we get
αi−1(Ei−1 ·Ei) + αi(Ei ·Ei) + αi+1(Ei+1 · Ei) =
αi−1 − ki−1+ki+1ki αi + αi+1 ≥ 0;
equivalently,
αi+1 ≥ ki+1
ki
αi + ki−1
αi
ki
− αi−1.
Substituting the induction hypothesis αi
ki
≥ αi−1
ki−1
≥ 0 and dividing by
ki+1, this gives
αi+1
ki+1
≥ αi
ki
≥ 0.
This completes the proof of Proposition C.6 when M has two fixed
complex curves. To deal with one or no fixed curves, we will use back-
ward induction on blowups! Here is the inductive step:
Lemma C.13. Let M be a complex surface with a holomorphic S1
action, and let π : M˜ −→ M be an equivariant complex blowup at a
fixed point. Suppose that every complex curve in M˜ is homologous to
a positive combination of invariant complex curves. Then every com-
plex curve in M is homologous to a positive combination of invariant
complex curves.
Proof. Let C be a complex curve in M . Its pre-image, π−1(C), is a
complex curve in M˜ (more precisely, a union of complex curves). By
assumption, there exist invariant complex curves Cj in M˜ such that
[π−1(C)] =
∑
αj [Cj] in H2(M˜) with αj ≥ 0. By applying π to this
equality, since homology pushes forward, and since each image π(Cj)
is either an invariant complex curve in M or a single point, we get
[C] =
∑
αj[π(Cj)] in H2(M), which expresses C as a non-negative
linear combination of invariant curves.
To complete the proof of Proposition C.6, letM be a complex surface
with a holomorphic circle action, obtained from either CP2 or a Hirze-
bruch by a sequence of equivariant complex blowups at fixed points.
Lemma C.14. By a finite sequence of equivariant complex blow-ups,
we can get from M to a complex surface M˜ that can be obtained from
a ruled surface by a sequence of equivariant complex blow-ups at fixed
points.
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Proof. We first show how to replace an isolated minimum by a mini-
mal CP1; an isolated maximum can be treated similarly. The isotropy
weights m,n at an isolated minimum p are relatively prime positive
integers. If m > n, blowing up replaces p by two new fixed points,
one of which is interior, and the other is minimal with isotropy weights
m−n and n. Repeating this, we eventually arrive at a minimal points
with weights m = n = 1. Blowing it up, it gets replaced by a minimal
CP1.
In this way we obtain a surface M˜ that contains two connected fixed
complex curves, one consisting of minimal points and the other of max-
imal points. All the other invariant curves in M are arranged in chains
of gradient complex curves. By the same reasoning as in the proof of
Theorem 6.1, M can be obtained from a ruled surface by a sequence
of equivariant complex blow-ups. (This uses the fact that a complex
curve of self intersection −1 can always be blown down; see [BPV,
III,§4].)
Proof of the rest of Proposition C.6. This follows immediately from Lem-
mas C.13 and C.14.
Proof of Lemma C.5. Lemma C.5 follows immediately from proposi-
tion C.6.
Proof of Proposition 7.7. By Lemma C.4, Ω2 is positive on the funda-
mental class [M ]. By Lemma C.5, Ω is positive on complex curves. By
Nakai’s criterion, Lemma C.1, Ω contains a Ka¨hler form.
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